OB

"We hold these truths to
be self-evident...that

^
h

all men are created

equal, that they are

endowed by their
Creator with certain

unalienable Rights,

that among these are

Life, Liberty and

The Pursuit of
^^3

t'f

ec/a//ssue: HEALTH SECRETS FROM SUPERr^^HIEVERS, SEE R^GE 16

ifr~

I

Talk I Over

The Rewards
of Total Fitness
experiences. It becomes a reservoir of feelings, knowl

The achievement of physical, mental and spiritual h^lth is

as important to your success as a speaker as your ability to
write and deliver a speech. A speaker needs to convey a positive
impression immediately to retain an audience s attention, d o
do that, you've got to look and feel your best. And that require
a way of life that promotes health - not just a last-minute

conditioning program to prepare for a specific presentation.
What does your body say about you? It can make a positive or

negative first impression. It can tell others you are a confiden ,
independent person who exercises self-control and has high

self-esteem. Or, it may indicate a reserved, dependent,
unapproachable personality. Does it introduce you as an

assertive, knowledgeable, clear-eyed optjmist or a shy

uncertain, self-conscious pessimist? A healthy body wil do
everything we ask of it. Mistreated, how can it not rebel? A

good diet, exercise, physical hygiene and attention to wardrobe
will promote your success.

,

Your mental well being is as important as your physical
condition. Yet, how often have you seen an evaluator destroy a
speaker's self-confidence with ill-conceived criticism? Words
cL kill! Psychologists tell us that children who receive constan
criticism become adults who lack self-esteem. They neglect

their appearance and face the world defiantly instead of openly.
They are afraid to speak even when spoken to and unable to
assert themselves even for self-preservation. They may
become so defiant they are destructive -- to society and to
themselves. The Golden Rule should be applied to our verbal as
well as physical communications with others. We should try to
develop a healthy self-image in our children to assure them a
,h.kn„„l.ds.of ,he.ges stored

beliefs and attitudes. Those attitudes must be positive i
want to become successful. What is your attitude a

yourself, your job, your fellow employees, your club mem

Your attitude determines how you approach your goal

how others respond to your leadership. Do others wa

accomplish your goals because they see rewards for 1
selves too? Does your attitude encourage their growt

success as well as your own? Your mental health is disp

through your attitudes toward others and toward the t

hand. Before you do anything else, your mam task shouU
develop the attitude of success.

., , ,

The benefits of physical and mental health are rnaxi

when combined with spiritual health. Many of our clubs
their meetings with an invocation or inspirational me
Those who believe in a supreme being, regardless ol

religion, offer a blessing that encompasses all faiths_

who are not so religious offer an inspiring thought_Wh

your belief, be enthusiastic about it. Believing m God,
mind, in yourself or in someone or something else giv
spiritual sustenance and makes life meaningful.
Do you believe in your goals and your abi ity to reach
Do you believe in your family and friends and theirdevoti
interest in your well being? Do you believe in what >
doing with your life? Do you believe in what you are
when you give a speech? And, most important,do you
in yourself? If you can say "yes" to all those question
success is assured. The keys to success are within you.?
find them by nourishing your body, mind and soul. Bem
condition - physically, mentally and spiritually - wi
you a winner.

in it but no one to push the buttons to retrieve it. What a waste.
We each have a computer of our own — the mind and,
"cLrding to experts' it too is wasted. It "n store more
information than we can offer it; it is capable of
machine can duplicate. All it needs is

most of us fail to give it that nourishment. We feed our ^od^s
must feed our minds to keep them active, alert and responsive^

to keep them healthy and responsive to our needs and so we

Our personal computer carries the imprint of all our
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It may not be a legal right, but health is
certainly among the highest values in today's
fitness-conscious societies. Why has fitness
become so important to so many people?
Because we all want to look and feel good and
we all want to he successful. In the fast-

paced, competitive world of today, it takes
high energy, stamina and clear thinking to
reach those goals. You'll he prepared to

succeed at anything if you adopt a lifestyle ^
that promotes your total well-being. What's
the best way for you to achieve optimal
health? That's what this special issue of
THE TOASTMASTER is all about.
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•IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS AND SOCIAL LIFE
Your life can be more productive, more rewarding,
more successful... and these time-tested,
success-proved cassette programs can
show you the way!
THE ALL-TIME
BEST-SELLER

"KEEP IT SIMPLE,
SALESMAN!"

l£4P

EARL NIGHTINGALE'S

K.I.S.S.

LEAD THE FIELD

Tested, effective sales tech

A blueprint for success, used

and review/ed by Fred Herman,

men and women. Each cas
sette covers a different as

niques described, role-played, by hundreds of thousands of
Earl Nightingale and a lively

FliP

pect of successful living, im
proving attitudes, goals and
116A $50.00
anyone in sales. 516A $50.00 earnings.

audience of sales profession
als. A kit of invaluable tools for

EARL NIGHTINGALE

DIRECT LINE

Volumes 1, 2, 3.
Three six-cassette albums. The
best of Earl Nightingale's con

PI

M

V
1^

DlRECTLlf®

tinuing research. Each volume
offers hundreds of ideas to help

you live a more rewarding life on

^

and off the job.

SI300A, B, C $50.00 EA.
THE STEP-BY-STEP

PERSONAL GUIDES

PROGRAM

AND TIMELESS CLASSICS

SUCCESS SERIES
Oi

Earl Nightingale offers ways to
achieve greater wealth, happi
ness and peace of mind. Titles

ThE

THE PSYCHO
OF WINNING

CF

Offers simple, yet

include The Strangest Secret,
Think and Grow Rich, As a Man
Thinketh, and others.
876A $50.00

principles shared by
achievers of our da

Waitley matches win
tudes with winning bel
a more successful yo
716

NIGHTINGALE-CONANT CORPORATION

.ISI
ijJl

The Human Resources Company®

3730 West Devon Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60659
THE TOASri

Audio Cassttes...

^oV>PO^,

A BASIC GUIDE TO
PUBLIC SPEAKING

@

COMMUNICATE
WHAT YOU THINK

g

Earl Nightingale teaches you
how to make speeches that
get attention — and ACTION!

if

S3:

;(y SAVE
$160.00

Shows you how to sell your
ideas so that you become a
more respected and soughtafter speaker.
TM3000-1 $50.00

All 10 Programs Make Up

The NIghtingale-Conant Listening^
Library. You Can Order All 10 Now
r

and Save a Full 32% .. .

Jt's Better Than Getting THREE^
PROGRAMS FREE!
SU280

To: Nightingale-Conant Corporation
3730 West Devon Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60659
The More Programs You Order the More You Save — your savings
are spelled out on discount schedule below!

PLEASE RUSH ME the programs I've checked below. I understand
my satisfaction is 100% guaranteed and I may return any program
within 15 days for full refund.

NIGHTINGALE'S
CTIVE PERSUASION
jRAM

Order 6 or more . . . You pay only $34.00 each. Save $16.00 each!
Order 4 or 5 . . .You pay only $37.50 each. Save $12.50 each!
Order 2 or 3 . . . You pay only $42.50 each. Save $7.50 each!
Order 1 . . . You pay $50.00 and enjoy discounts on future orders!

EAT IDEAS
i great ideas to enhance
lage you project and help
communicate clearly and
vely and sell your ideas
ers.

Total

Program

116A

$

TM4000

S

■

716A

$

SI300A

$

1

Program

CASSETTEM^

316A $50.00

Quantity

Quantity

Total

316A

$

S1300B

$

1

516A

$

S1300C

$

■

TM3000-1

$

876A

$

■

QC

*Total Purchase $

UJ

<C
lu

LM

o
CJ

AN ADVANCED COURSE
IN PUBLIC SPEAKING

THE COMPLEAT
SPEAKER
Covers every facet of public
speaking. Earl
Nightingale
shares secrets from his own

experience and 50 years of

TOTAL $

□ Enclosed is my check for $
I SAVE AN ADDITIONAL
$2.50 in handling and shipping for each program ordered.
□ Bill my company (Signed authorization on a Purchase Order or
Company Letterhead MUST accompany this order form) for
purchase in full plus $2.50 each for handling and shipping.
□ Charge to my Credit Card:
□ Master Charge
□ VISA
□ American Express
□ Diners Club

Toastmasters International re

Exp. Date.
Account No.-

TM4000 $50.00

lurry? Call Toll-free anytime 800/621-5809^
Master Charge, Visa, American Express,

Club in any state except Alaska and Hawaii,
residents call 800/972-5858
:h1980

Illinois res. add 5% State plus applicable County Tax $

search. Tips for writing speech
es, making introductions, radio,
and TV.

m

.

. Signature

(Authorization for credit card only)

__ Title-

Name

Company
Address

City

- State

-Zip.

Leferj
Almost every "natural" food con

Mourning the Loss

tains some toxic materials; for ex

of Literary Beauty

ample, lima beans yield hydrogen

Thanks for publishing the Decem

ber article"Shakespeare's Magic,"for
therein lies a true, but sad message

for us all. 1 fear the writers of today
lack much of the beauty, word pic
tures, flare and imagination of those
writers of but a generation or two
ago.

When I was a kid, some 55 years

ago, I often read Zane Grey's western
novels. That man would cover half a

page with well chosen, colorful and
picture-painting words describing a
single sunset. A reader could just sit
there in the saddle and watch as the
last arrows of light were shot from
the golden bow of the sun, painting
the cactus-studded plains with deli
cate colors of yellow, red and orange
as the sun settled for its sweet and
silent slumber behind the blue and

purple hills in the warm and waning
west.

Yes, I feel that much of the beauty
in writing is lost and unknown in our
busy world of today.
Emerson Tichenor

Indinnapolis, Indiana

As a food scientist, 1 must comment

on the final suggestion given by Mr.
Mendez-Perez for dealing with stage

fright (January 1980 "Speakers
Forum"). He recommends that

speakers "maintain a balanced diet
and eat natural foods." I agree that

general health and nutritional status
may affect a speaker's performance;
however, 1 disagree with the impli
cation that"natural" foods as a group

are more pure, wholesome or nutri
tious than any other foods.
The nutrient content of any food is

dependent on many factors, includ
ing variety, maturity at harvest,
handling conditions and packaging.
Processing and the use of preserva
tives can often stabilize the nutrient

content of a food, whereas "natural
foods lose some nutrients rapidly

after they are harvested. Thus,at the
time the food is consumed, the pro
cessed food may be more nutritious

than the corresponding "natural"
food.

Mike Lei'inrad

Bratnley, South Africa

apple and cheese contain substances
which raise blood pressure under
certain circumstances. Many natural
foods constituents have not been

tested for toxicity. In contrast, food
additives are thoroughly tested.
I an not suggesting that people stop
eating natural foods. Experience

suggests that toxins in foods exist in
such small quantities that they are
not dangerous, provided that indivi
dual foods are eaten in normal
amounts. However,1 do object to the
The Toastmasler's promotion of the
"natural-is-better" myth.
Sharon Pasch, Ph.D.
Homewooi^, Illinois

Do the blind members in your club know

that Toastmasters' Basic and Advanced
Communication and Leadership Manuals

have been taped especially for them? Do they
know that a Braille version of the basic
manual can be purchased for $20? Club

officers should assume responsibility for
delivering this information to blind Toastmasters. Make sure they request tapes instead :

of manuals on their membership application
and all educational completion forms. They
should know that a taped version of the Basic
C & L Manual and the Effective Speech
Evaluation Manual will be included in their
new member kit at no charge upon request.

There also is no charge for taped versions of
the three advanced manuals that will he sent to

Learning Tools for

them when they are awarded their CTM

Blind Toostmasters

he purchased on tape for $2 each.

The article about the Orange

County Braille Institute Club 15-F in

your August edition as well as all the
recent letters published about blind
Toastmasters made most interesting

Our club. Golden City 1798-74P,in

Is"Natural" Better?

opportunity to be active participants.

cyanide when cooked. Bananas, pine

reading.

The Food Debate:

thusiastic about their involvement.
Toastmasters is giving them a rare

certificate. The remaining two manuals can

—Ed.

Why Everyone Should
Go Down-Under In May
I would like to invite all Toastmasters to attend the exciting 1980
Down-Under Convention May 15 to

Johannesburg, South Africa was

18 in Sydney, Australia. It s a chance

chartered in October primarily for

to visit one of the most beautiful
countries in the world while dis
covering new ways to communicate
effectively in a variety of speaking

blind people. It is, I believe only the
third such club in the world, the
others being the First Braille Club in

Los Angeles, California and the
aformentioned club in Anaheim,
California.

Our club was chartered with 28
members, 21 of whom are totally or

partially blind. Some members re
quested Braille kits, so we had sum
maries of the 15 Communication and
Leadership projects produced in
Braille. We have since learned that a
club's charter kit may consist of no
more than one Braille kit without
cost. It was therefore decided that all
blind members will receive their kits
on tape and the Braille summaries
will be available to those who want

them to supplement the tapes.
Our Braille summaries of the Com
munication and Leadership projects

are available to anyone who may be
interested in them. We are charging

$2.75 each, just enough to cover
production costs.

Our members are extremely en

situations.

There will be educational sessions,

special events and opportunities to
share speaking experiences and ideas

with people from all over the world.
You'll also meet Toastmasters Inter
national President-Eric Stuhlmueller,

DTM, and you'll witness one of the
world's most competitive speech
contests.

In January, the Down-Under Con
vention Committee sent flyers con

taining further details to all clubs in
the United States, Canada and South
Africa. If you need more information,
contact "Down-Under 1980, P.O.
Box 649, Potts Point, N.S.W., 2011,
Australia. For tour and travel infor
mation,call Airomar Travel Corpora

tion at (213) 933-8311 (Los Angeles
Area),(800) 252-0063 (California) or
(800) 421-4690(Continental U.S.A.).
Phil Cohen

Potts Point, N.5.W. Australin
THE TOASTM.

Loosening up for public specking through exercises that
build energy while relieving tension.

sco\/ehng the Joys of Effective Speaking
by Charles Kruger

icture this scene: A group of
people are standing in a circle. In
the center, one man is jumping
Jdown, waving his elbows in the
ith each jump, he shouts,
lOO"! Another man joins him.
move around the inside of circle,

umping in the air, shouting
lOO! WAHOO!" with elbows fly-

!you watching an eccentric "group
py" session? A strange religious
1? No. I have described one of

weren't afraid. At this point, you can
introduce exercises for relaxation.

Have everybody stand and bend from
the waist with arms hanging limply.
Eyes should be closed. Now go to each
the air. When you let go, it should drop
freely to its original position. A few will
be relaxed enough for this to happen.
Compliment them and move on. They
are the fortunate ones who do not need

Then move around in the circle, still

this exercise.

making the movement and noise. Stop
in front of one particular person but

student and raise one of their arms into

Most will tense the arm and hold it

where you lift it. When this happens,
point out that if you're relaxed, the arm
will drop. Repeat the exercise until
everybody is relaxed. Many may be
unaware of tension until it is pointed

y takes hard work,enthusiasm

Free movement is

The Hot Seat

my people are petrified in front of
up. They shake, fidget, perspire,
and panic. Not surprisingly, they
speak effectively in that condition,
e first step toward improvement is
ing to be comfortable on stage.
Is accomplished with an exercise

out to them.

Another good exercise is the tensing
and relaxing of all the muscles in the

the key to topping
essential energy.
body. Have everyone lie flat on the
floor. Instruct them to tense the
muscles in their feet, then relax them.

Ithe "hot seat" or "spotlight." It

Continue these instructions, moving
gradually up the body to the knees,

ves one task: Seat the participant
itool in the center of the platform,

shoulders. When you're finished, every

thighs, buttocks, stomach, arms and

interview him or her.

muscle will be much more relaxed. This

e first question should be:"Are
ompletely comfortable?" The
er, naturally, will be "no." Follow
«th any question at all — the point

exercise can be used effectively to re
lieve tension just before any speaking

:ontinue the conversation. After a

ninutes, ask,"Are you feeling
comfortable now?"Invariably, the
er will be "yes."
involving the individual in convern, you have taken away the fear,
will be a new experience for many.
1 they talk in front of a group
)ut fear, the initial — and most

ult — barrier to effective speaking
« broken.

Relaxation

let the introductory interviews,
nue your workshop with a dis-

un on fear. The participants will

lly realize that when they were
inely relaxed on stage, they
1980

This is the exercise I described in the

opening of this article. Everybody
stands in a circle. One person — the
workshop leader most likely — goes to
the center and makes some funny
movement with an accompanying noise
— the more outrageous, the better.

'effective exercises to help people
when giving a speech. When you
0 this exercise comfortably, you
esure you will have little difficulty
ling comfortably behind a lectern,
irkshops to teach effective speakreexciting, dynamic experiences,
lucting such a workshop is enor;ly rewarding. It requires no extraary skill or special training; it
bout 20 interested participants.

while conditioning yourself for
speaking.
Overcoming Embarrassment

continue the movement and noise. That

person now joins you in the circle, and
you both continue. You can then step
out as the new person creates an origi
nal movement and noise. This process
continues until everybody has partici
pated. Believe me, this breaks down
embarrassment.

Voice Projection
Relaxation, ease and energy are of no
use on the platform if the speaker can't
be heard. This exercise will help you get
the "feel" of projecting your voice.
Divide your workshop participants
into two groups. Line each up on
opposite sides of the room — as far
apart as possible — facing each other.
One person then speaks to the person
he or she is facing. That person repeats
what was said and makes another state

ment to the person next to the first
speaker. This continues until the entire
group has spoken. Everyone will
quickly discover how loudly they have
to speak in order to be heard across an
auditorium.

Impromptu Speeches

engagement.
Movement

Movement is important for building
energy. Try this: Have everybody jump
up and down as fast as they can for 30
seconds. They will find themselves
more energetic after doing this. Energy,
of course, is essential to effective speak
ing, and free movement is the key to
tapping it.

Find a good piece of dance music with
a clear, rapid melody line. Have your
workshop participants move each part
of their bodies independently to the
music. First move the head only. Then
stop the head and move the shoulders
only,continuing down to the feet. Then
move the entire body at once to the
music. This is a great way to have fun

After all the exercises have been

explored, ask each participant to speak
for five minutes on how he or she felt

about the workshop. Everyone will be
anxious to do this — and they'll enjoy
impromptu speaking more than they
would have before the workshop.
They'll also speak more effectively.
These ideas can give you a good start
on your workshop. So what are you
waiting for? Get a group together and
discover how rewarding it can be to
introduce others to the joys of effective
speaking. You might even try it at your

next Toastmasters meeting.^
Charles Kruger is a free-lartce writer who lives
in Holli/wood, California.

Twelve healing principles to help

you prevent and conquer illness.

THE

W holistic health care,or,as it is
better known. Holistic moni

toring of our well being, is

sweeping across America like wildfire.

p

k

What is Holistic health care? It is

everything to everybody! It has
emerged at a decisive point in American
health history, an outgrowth of the

k

by Howard E. Hill

limitations and ineptitudes of estab
lished medical practices that focus on

the treatment of illness rather than the
preservation of health.
There is not one single shred of
evidence to prove that drugs, surgery,

massage, prayer, positive thinking, jog

ging, diets of fruits and vegetables or

any other antidote will heal all the ills of
mankind. However,there is consider
able evidence now surfacing to prove

there is a time and place for each of
these remedies and they often are most

effective when combined. That is the
essence of Holistic healing.

1 began to explore creative health — now
known as Holistic healing — in 1970

when my doctor told me the excruciat

ing pain 1 was suffering was brought on
by degenerative arthritis, an affliction,
he explained, that would cripple me for
the rest of my life. All he could offer

was a prescription for a high-powered
pain killer. 1 refused to accept his ver
dict, and I am now not only alive and
healthy, but more active than many

■»/

men and women much younger than I.
How did I accomplish a complete
turnabout in my health pattern? By
>

studying the elementary laws of nature
and using the creative health measures
I am about to reveal to you.
Back to Basics

Holistic healing compels us to return
to fundamentals. Healing, as such,

begins with a souped-up determination

JT

to resist illness or disease. From that

point on we are confronted with the old
adage,"Physician heal thyself.'
Once you accept that responsibility,
you're ready to develop your own

approach to Holistic healing, which

^

i 4

h.

\

•

•

•

involves treatment of the mind, body
and spirit.

There is no single set of circum
stances that can make all persons in

stantly active and healthy. However,I
have discovered 12 health secrets that

R Ft FASING TENSION - For many fitness enthusiasts, the regular practice of Yoga provii

from everyday stresses. This classic pose for meditation and relaxation .s one of
to create a total sense of well-being.

'J

Photo courtesy of Annapurneshtoan Yoga Arts.
^
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lelpyou create an imaginative plan
ion and could introduce you to a
snew way of life.
St, as the fundamental activator of
at we do, the mind is a basic tool

olistic healing. Our ability to
money-making ideas, designs
rocedures on demand is the greatngle power we possess. Unforely, the full potential of this magic
rof the mind was never tapped
Jtbya few philosophies turned
ons) until the advent of Holistic
ig-

second, and probably the most

ology at Duke University, described the
method as autoconditioning. According to

limited restorative powers. As you

this learned researcher,"Creative

in nature. Without vibration there

health becomes available to everyone
because autoconditioning is a simple
and entirely safe method of tapping the
power of the subconscious mind." To
perform this procedure, all you have to
do is reduce your health goals to 100

would be no life. With this pulsation of
energy that expands and contracts
rhythmically, all life ebbs and flows.
Our goal is to make contact with this

words or less and thereafter read and

reread your statement several times
each day until your objective becomes
an intrinsic part of you. How lasting are
the results of programming? All the
evidence we have been able to gather

rful activator, is motivation. In other

indicates that individuals who do this

s, what is it that makes you tick? Is
1th, success, accomplishment,
:ion, a happy home? Whatever it
lil it down and put it to work for
his very day. The greater your
fation, the greater will be your

exercise with consistency and deter

jvement. It's as simple as that.
!e third approach to Holistic heallmeditation. This practice is often
ibed as the incubator of creative

mination have made fantastic health
achievements.

Yoga exercises give
a sense of renewal to

body, mind and spirit.

h. Why meditate? One extremely
s man says it's a way of"coming
to one's self." There are as many

The fifth approach in Holistic healing
is a method of using the miracle power of

to meditate as there are reasons

breath to overcome stress and reduce

)ing it. The method I prefer

tension. This procedure is so simple
that it is often overlooked by those
seeking good health. In order to gain
full advantage of this technique, stand
in an upright position, exhale to the
very bottom of your lung capacity
with arms outstretched horizontally
and then inhale slowly as you cross
your arms in front of you while bending
forward from the waist. When you

es on the achievement of health,

start, 1 isolate myself in a quiet
where 1 will not be disturbed for

St 20 minutes. After a period of
;ing complete relaxation, I tell
If,"I am now healed." 1 then begin
:ite all the health advantages I
.Keep this exercise going with

tyfor the full meditative period. If
eel the need for a relaxation exer-

repeat this ritual several times
day — especially just before going
!ep.

ice you make meditation part of
progressive health building pro1, you will quickly discover benefits
:ly exceeding your expectations.
Mtural, uncomplicated routine I
described is basic to your purpose.
Auto conditioning
e fourth approach in Holistic healprogramming — the art and science
nputerizing your directional guidsystem. In an earlier generation,
lornell Hart, professor of soci-

1980

have touched your toes, or come as
close to touching as possible, begin to
exhale as you return to an upright
position. At the peak of your return
position, hold your breath for at least
three seconds. Repeat this performance
at least five times each day and espe
cially just before retiring.
The sixth approach in Holistic heal
ing is vibrational build-up — the key to
your contact with what I call the In
finite Mind. The technique is easily
learned with results so amazing it is
difficult to comprehend. When you
learn you can influence your own bodily
health by applying the dynamic forces
of vibration, you will have activated a
revitalizing force of nature with un

know, vibration is a fundamental action

revitalizing force of nature for the

purpose of restoring the energies of
body, mind and spirit. In order to
accomplish a vibrational build-up in
your own body,isolate yourself and let
the forces of nature well up within your
body. If you use your imagination you
can feel these forces moving through
your entire being, giving you energy
and strength. The power of this exer
cise is unlimited.

The seventh approach in Holistic
healing is the miracle of the glands. Many of
our physical upsets, including stress
and tension, are caused by a glandular
imbalance. Therefore, it is impossible
for us to invoke the full powers of
creative health unless our glandular
system is in good working order. Exer
cise can restore balance to your glandu
lar system in a matter of days. Hidden
within the mind is an intelligence and
power that knows no limitations, pro
viding all channels are clear of
obstructions.

Improving Circulation
The eighth approach in Holistic heal
ing is massage. This procedure is essen
tial to creative health because it focuses

on one of the great operational systems
of the body — circulation. Walking,
jogging and other exercise routines all
improve circulation. However, there is

one tremendously important activity
that is often overlooked. This service

can be performed by a competent
masseur or masseuse or a knowledgable

chiropractor. A less expensive aid
would be for a member of the family to
learn the few simple movements that
are part of the professional's bag of
tricks. It's also helpful to give yourself a
brisk rubdown with a coarse towel just
before retiring. In any event, circulation
is essential to proper body functioning.
It is a vital key to creative health.
The ninth approach in Holistic heal- .

ing is Isowetric Tension. This system of

club, sales and

political meetings
SURE NEED HUMOR!

body movements is based upon the
principle of resistance. Stretching and
tensing every muscle of the body for no
more than five minutes each day is as
effective as vigorous exercise. Iso
metrics should be done very sparingly,
especially in the beginning. And if you

have any organic problems you should
consult a competent doctor before you
start. The routines can be found in
athletic stores, book stores and
IF YOU'RE

INVOLVED,
SEND FOR
THIS BOOK

libraries.

The 10th approach in Holistic healing
is the miracle of the sea. Scientists are dis

covering that the abundant plant
growth in the sea has life-sustaining
qualities. Food products made from sea

. . . gives you 238 pages of good, current humor.

Indexed for easy use. A bonanza for busy chair
men and editors. Good reading for anyone with
a sense of humor.

Pointed material to fit any occasion, compiled
by the International President of a world-wide

service club for his own personal use and jusl
now published.
• Send check for $5.95 plus 75C mailing or your
Amer/Visa number. Indiana residents add 4% tax.

it's time for Toastmasters' annual

April-May membership campaign —
your opportunity to help this great
organization become even bigger
and better.

the club.

• The club in each district that

public steeped in the traditions of eali

routines are equally good for men —
especially those without heart or
respiratory ailments. For anyone, the

too often, too much and too greedily.
Fletcher's experiments were conducted at one of the leading Eastern

Holistic heaiing

universities. At this point, serious si
groups across the country began to
examine the relationship between h
eating habits and illness. The resultsi
their findings provided the first real
cornerstone of Holistic healing.
The essence of Fletcher's system

down to this: Chew each mouthful offoxlj
simple drills can become an adventure
in better living.
What is Yoga? This exotic program of
body movements is really the remote

until it practically swallows itself. It is im[
sible to achieve creative health with

body stuffed with half-digested foi

One of the greatest advantages of|

ancestor of all systems of self-improve
ment. The practice has been in use for
many centuries by persons who want to
gain renewal of body, mind and spirit.
Once again, the intent and purpose of

ent in my program for healthy living]

Holistic healing is to reduce stress and

motivation:

cal body to be restored to health in a most
amazing fashion.
Perhaps the best known movement
of Yoga is the full Lotus position, which
is the classic pose for meditation and
relaxation. However,in general usage

Holistic health movement is its focui

individual health programs. The for
mula for optimal health is different
everyone. The most important ingi

"To achieve what you want, he it health,

life, great wealth or recognition, you must
strongly enough, with all of the might of ypi
being, to be healed, or to achieve your main
purpose in life."
Howard £. Hill, ai.
Toastmaster, is thid

there are at least a dozen preliminary
exercises that should preceed the full

of 29 books, incMi^

Lotus.

Long Life, Howt(i|

(At this point, I want to remind you
that none of the programs described in

lionaire and GetSf

Nine Magic Seen
Think Like a 1

this article — and that includes Yoga —

and 99 Miracle Foi

sponsors the most new members will

should be used as a substitute for compe

Products of Nature. In 1973, heumj

receive a special "Top Club" ribbon

tent medical care.)

appointed to the team of lecturers rfprfsfnll

for the club banner.

In practice. Yoga is many times better
than a typical exercise program. The
principle of slow motion movements and
the frequent holds firm up the muscles
and make the body more flexible.
For all practical purposes, I prefer the

the National Health Federation. Hehasnf
peared on radio and TV talk shows from a
coast as spokesman for Ralston Purina ha Ta
foods. He has also been a guest lectureratl an

Get Into Action awards will be sent

automatically to qualifying clubs.
Please allow six weeks from the

close of the contest for delivery.
10

the eating habits of Americans — at

devotees are women. However, the

accomplished, it is possible for the physi

ribbon.

Horace Fletcher, had to face the fact

least for a brief period in the early yea
of the 20th century. His astonishing
pronouncements about the intake of
food captured the fickle attention ofa

each district.

• Clubs sponsoring 10 members or
more will receive a complimentary
"Best Speaker" trophy for use within

The story behind the term is start
ling. The originator of the method,

in the field of nutrition revolutionize!

eliminate tensions. With this much

will receive a Get Into Action banner

However, it is one of the most im
portant.

The 11th approach in Holistic healing
is the regular practice of Yoga. This
unique exercise system is followed
religiously by millions of Americans.
For some strange reason, a majority of

Clubs will be recognized for mem
bership gains recorded during the
Gel Into Action months, and a spe
cial award will go to the most suc
cessful membership-building club In
Do your part to help Toastmasters
grow. Get Into Action today. And
when you set your membership
campaign goals, consider the fol
lowing:
• Every club that sponsors five or
more new members In April and May

izing. For most persons, this will be

benefits are realized.

reduces stress and
eiiminotes tension.

Get
Into Action!

Now we come to the 12th and final

approach to the fundamentals of Holis
tic healing, a process known as Fletcher-

Some health food stores carry these
products now,and they are sure to
become more popular as their health

THE LORU COMPANY
P.O.BOX300-D,NORTH WEBSTER, IN 46555

store probably carries an assortmento
explanatory material, including charts
and drawings showing you exactly hoi
to develop your own routines.
Changing Eating Habits

that at the age of 40 he was a physical
and mental wreck. After a long, hard
look at his lifestyle, he discovered thai
his eating habits were the cause of his
many health problems. His discoverie

vegetation can give you vital nutrients.

"UNACCUSTOMED AS i AM"

American form of Yoga body move
ments. These routines can be found inj
most libraries, or your nearest book

speaker in principal cities throughout thi|
country.
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TAPPING THE CENTENARIAN'S
ENERGY SUPPLY
by Vince DaCosta,ATM
Martin was tired — very tired! He
(eded a long vacation, but he knew
would still be tired when he got back,
had a chronic condition,
de wondered if he should see a

"tor. But deep down inside he knew
present condition had developed
:ause of negative mental attitudes

icareless health habits that only he
aid correct. Those problems had
iped his energy supply and caused his
ntal and physical health to deterioesodrastically that he almost lost his

to yourself with words and mental

good health are diet, attitude and exer

images.
Picture yourself meeting friends and

cise.

enjoying yourself; picture yourself
achieving the things you want to
achieve; picture yourself in good health
with a high energy level; and tell your
self you like yourself! Be sure to form
mental images in your mind. The power
to develop a positive internal condition
rests on your ability to consistently
form vivid mental pictures.

reducing the calorie content in the

1 to live.

debegan to review his life — he was
and as a child he had developed the
ief that he was unwanted. He had

tays felt sorry for himself. Lacking
nfidence in his ability to achieve
lything, he failed consistently. His
lysical health steadily declined, and he
veloped headaches, backaches and ingestion. And he was tired — always
red.

We have the capacity to generate
emendous amounts of energy. But if
i"turn off the tap" as Martin did, we

iinhibit the flow of energy and may
idup as emotional, mental and physiIwrecks. For persons like Martin, the

The remarkable thing about their diet
is not so much the type of food as the
quantity. The people in Vilcabamba
consume less than half as many calories
as North Americans do every day. The
daily calorie total required to enable a
centenarian to work in his garden is
only 1200. Modern research confirms
the importance of reducing calorie con
sumption. Tests have revealed that

The keys to long life
ore diet,attitude

and regular exercise.
Use the energy this mental exercise
gives you to reverse your negative

attitudes. Be sure you say at least one
word of appreciation every day, and
force yourself to smile when you say
"good morning." Toastmasters Inter
national President Eric Stuhlmueller

captivates audiences with his ready
smile. Yet there was a time when he

normal diet of rats by 40 percent im
proves their health and lengthens their
lives.

Vilcabambans eat little meat, but a

wide variety of fruits and home grown
vegetables. Careful choice of the foods
we eat and sensible weight control
measures will help bring us close to the
ideal of Vilcabamba — energy to live
actively and happily beyond the century
mark.
The men and women who exhibit

great energy are usually serene human
beings. They have found a philosophy
of life that allows them to accept them
selves and others, and they are at peace
with the world. They have a positive
and optimistic outlook which minimizes
worry and fear, and they have adopted
health habits that keep the typical
physical ailments that go with aging at
bay.
We all generate our own energy for
living. And we succeed to the extent
that we are able to develop mature selfacceptance, a positive mental attitude

There are confidence building tech-

was quite withdrawn and overcome by
fear. With a positive attitude and per
severance, he was able to develop the
outstanding personality and high
energy level he now has. Constant
application of these ideas will also help
you develop a greater flow of energy,
which in turn will prepare you for the
last hurdle — physical health.
No one can speak with more author
ity and credibility on the subject of
physical health than Gabriel Sanchez,a
113-year-old villager raised in the

ques anyone can use to overcome fear

mountains of Ecuador. If he took time

is past president of

id self-pity. One of the most effective
ethods capitalizes on the power of
isitive thinking. To start, find a quiet
irner where you will not be disturbed,

out from ploughing his garden to talk
about his long life and good health, he
would say there is nothing unusual
about him. Many of his neighbors in the
village of Vilcabamba are alive and
healthy at the century mark. These
people have been visited and studied by
prominent doctors and authors and are
the subject of a number of recently

Toronto Downtown Club
1744-60 in Toronto,
Ontario, Canada. He is
current administrative

turn to vibrant health and energy
ust start from deep within. They
lUSt repair their shattered psyches
ifore they can tap their vast reserves
energy. How we feel about ourselves
vital. If we lack self-respect and
infidence, the energy flow will be
stricted. We must feel happy about
irselves — we must like ourselves and

len the energy flow will be full and
ee.

is important that you feel safe and

imfortable. Then close your eyes and
'11 yourself you are totally relaxed,
ike time to consciously relax your
ms,legs and neck. Then begin to talk

and a physically fit body.-fVince DaCosta, ATM,

A

lieutenant governor of
District 60. He is also a

communications and leadership specialist who
promotes and presents "Saturday Seminars" on
motivation, communication and personal goals.

published books. Indications are that
the main factors responsible for their
Kh 1980
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Getting
Fit for
Success

• I•

■I

by Sheila Cluff

H

live you ever said to yourself,
" 1 should exercise more but I

just don't have the time?"

Have you found time for a few week^
then allowed business pressures to in

terfere? Do you start every day with!
plan to put fitness into your life, but j
end up too exhausted to even think
about it?

If you're finding it impossible to
exercise regularly, chances are you
don't have the right kind of fitness
program for you. You are typical of
millions of decision-making people wS

want to make fitness a way of life but|

don't know how.

In order to get the most benefit fiol
any conditioning program, you must j

understand what you are doing and

if

why you are doing it, and you mustdJ

it the right way. Develop the right
program for you, and then follow it

until it becomes a habit. If you persisl|
until you reach the "fit high," you'll

never quit. Exercise can become a pod

tive addiction!

A regular program of the right exej
cise for you doesn't really take time.J

£
it

gives you time because it generates
energy that enables you to functionl

top efficiency. Your self-esteem, prof
ductivity and energy level are elevati
in direct proportion to your fitness

level; being fit helps you accomplish!

more in a shorter period of time. j|
I have found in my 20 years of

teaching fitness that there are seve|
RECREATIONAL EXERCISE - LeiI

,>
[Sw

fitness expert Sheila Cluff, patrons of Ttiel
at Palm Springs, California, learn how In
up specific muscles between swimming la«
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uidelines you can use in planning
frying out a fitness program.

program. If at all possible, walk, jog,

ment, listen to your body, ex-

ride a bicycle, or work out at a gym
before your business day starts.
The person who travels may find it

Ily, what you need is to research,
your lifestyle, try different types

especially difficult to exercise regularly.

rcise and develop your own pro-

However,sneakers and a jump rope are

It helps to have good teachers
;e the way you do an exercise
le is just as important as what you
lere are many excellent teachers

easy to pack. Ten minutes of jumping
rope at the rate of 90 steps per minute
will give you approximately the same

fis, YWCA's, YMCA's,exercise

IS, recreation programs in schools
irks, health resorts and even on
sion. You can also learn from

. For example. Dr. Kenneth
er's T/if Acrohiit; Wiiu has excellent

lines for all age groups.
Choosing the Right Exercise
my two health resorts we teach
different kinds of exercise;

hing to music; body dynamics

aerobic conditioning benefits as a half
hour of jogging.(This is not for begin
ning exercisers — only the very fit!)
What is the right amount of exercise

plies to every career person. The mind,
body, spirit — put them together with a
positive fitness program, and you are
developing the tools you need for
success.

The "Fit High"

Many people who have reached an
optimal fitness level talk about a "fit
high." Researchers in my field continue
to try to find out more about exactly
what, physically, produces that eu
phoric feeling. And they are finding
that there is a biochemical basis for the

for the person who is new to fitness?
What type of exercise should you do?
Those questions can only be answered
with a general statement — listen to
your body — unless you can take time

"fit high." Julius Axelrod, a Noble lau

to have a stress EKG and allow an

ciency of one of these chemicals, called
norepinephrine,can cause feelings of

exercise physiologist to give you a
personal fitness program.

reate, identified certain chemical sub
stances that actually serve as a type of
transmitter between the neurons in the
brain. It has been shown that a defi

depression. Since this discovery was

Recreational activities such as tennis,

1 have more energy
J self-esteem when

I're physically fit.

roller skating, racquet ball and swim
ming will help you elevate your fitness
level even more.

Benefits of Exercise

Physical fitness can give you many
tools to help you achieve career success.

Exercise con give you
oii the toois you need
to become successfui.

For instance, it builds self-esteem; if

you look good you feel good, and you
nous exercise for after you reach a
fitness level); pool exercises to

can go into that board meeting and

c; various kinds of dance — jazz

es, ballet, belly dancing, disco;
;and special exercises for the

dence. Your appearance and the way
you feel about yourself have a signifi
cant impact on your ability to succeed in

Is, face and feet. We also encourage

all your dealings with other people.

cipation in sports as well as walk-

make your presentation with confi

Exercise allows that beautiful com

nd running.

bination of body, mind and spirit to

sically, what you need is i program

work in the most efficient manner

combines three kinds of ictivity;
bic exercises to condition the heart

possible. Exercise takes the toxins out
of your system. When the body doesn't

ungs; calisthenics th.?.t will
igthen the different muscle groups
ebody, especially the abdominals;

have to work to get rid of toxins, it can
be more productive. The mind becomes
clear and efficient.

^alignment and reduce stress,
(minimal program to get fit and stay

When the participants at a recent
seminar on fitness were asked why they
wanted to begin exercising, most said

[ould involve an early morning walk

they hoped to look better. That's why

itretching movements to improve

workouts each week. Everyone
ilddo much more than that — and

most people go to health resorts — to
lose weight so they'll look better. After
they find out how great fitness makes

|will if you develop a fitness pro-

them feel, their motivation changes;

n every day and at least three half-

Eyou enjoy.

they want to look great niiii feel great!

'rn, and then develop an exercise

Some people at the seminar were
concerned about improving the cardio
vascular system. But to many people,

;ram that fits your way of life,

the focus of one woman in her mid-30s

hedule your workouts the way you

made great sense. She said,"I'm trying
to restructure my life, and I know that
the mind can't do anything without the
body."
That very interesting statement ap

e first step is to take a critical look
bur lifestyle. Try to discover some

lid any other appointment that can't
utoff. Statistics tell us that the

on who exercises before 1 p.m. has
;ter chance of staying with a fitness
hi980

made, psychiatrists have been using
drugs that affect these transmitters to

help their patients stabilize their emo
tions. But drugs are expensive — and

they have some negative side effects.
When you seem to be having a non
productive day,go out for a two-mile
run or work out at a gym. You'll come
back feeling refreshed.
Exercise gives you a sense of well
being; it can normalize blood pressure;
it can make you feel great, look great.
Exercise will improve the quality of
your life. It will give you self-esteem —
the most important ingredient of
success.

Once fitness becomes a way of life
and you experience the success that
goes with a fit body and mind, you
won't be able to imagine living any

other way. ■§■

Sheila Cluff, a popular

convention speaker, owns
and operates two Cali
fornia health resorts: The
Oaks at Ojai and The
Palms at Palm Springs.
She also conducts health

holiday tours and fre

quently appears on television and radio talk
shows to discuss fitness and demonstrate exercises.
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A complete checkup today includes both

■ll-

psychological and physical fitness.

HeaHh Hazards in Management
by Steven Ludwig

Warning: Worthing may be

hazardous to your health.
A television commercial

Thus, the executive often keeps the

depicts a top executive who needs a

tension inside, afraid to show "weak

night. He barks orders to the next in

tudes toward him and hamper his
advancerhent. In lower levels of man

package delivered across country over
command, who snarls at a secretary,

who growls at a mailroom boy — and
the job gets done.

Corporate life often seems to func

tion like that, with people dumping on
one another down the line. (Ever won-

der where the phrase pecking order
comes from?)

In addition, the tensions, frustra

tions and demands of executive life all

add to managers' stress. Unless they
can learn to handle it, they may crack,
or at least, their job performance will be
impaired.
"Stress is part of being alive, says
Gloria T. Hirsch, clinical director of
Friends of the Family, Van Nuys, Cali
fornia, "If you have to make a decision
or change, even if it is toward some

thing pleasureable, there is psycho

logical and physical stress."

If the situation goes on for awhile,

rather then being resolved quickly, the

stress mounts and a person starts losing

sleep, feeling nervous, barking at people

and being irritable.

"Executives by deliberate choice face

making overt decisions as part of their
jobs," Hirsch says. "If the thinking goes
j ;

surrounding an executive who needs
psychological counseling.

smoothly, the body exhibits no stress.
But if they can't get a handle on a

problem or data, that's another situa
tion. They then face a deliberate choice

of whether to relax or build up the
tension. When they build it up, the bio-

ness" that may effect his bosses' atti

agement, he still can talk freely with

associates about the pressures of the

job. But as he rises, he becomes more

isolated and begins keeping things to
himself.

Says Dr. Mayhugh, "He's out of the
lower echelon where he can chat easily

with others about his private life. He
leaves the 'locker room' when he be
comes an executive and he doesn't want

Few companies ore doing
complete physicals
of the total person.

psychological services at Las Encinas
Hospital in Pasadena, California

observes, "We see a lot of casualties, the
result of the way the system works."
He adds, corporations that face up to
the situation and provide counseling
and aid could prevent such casualties.
However, few firms are enlightened in
this area and there is still a stigma

14

offer assistance for troubled executin
these days.

Las Encinas, a 75-year-old hospital
that looks like an English country

estate, provides an opportunity for

harried executives to get away from
all in small cottages and analyze them
selves and their situations with pro
fessional counseling.

Dr. Mayhugh says, "Executives lei

about themselves and make a decisio
about their companies. They review

priorities of their lives and what it

would cost to leave their positions. A
more often then not they choose toi

with the company — but readjust tli
priorities. They stop playing games,
decide to stay with the company niiil
a healthy life."

to pressure so they can cope on a dai

isolated socially."

don't give up liquor but think eacht

Hiding his personal life from others,

he plows his energy into work. He may
become a workaholic, but "any holic of

any
variety
is staff
sick,"physician
commentsatDr.
Terry
Smith,
Las
Encinas. "These people have no way of
surviving without the ego support of
working. They keep their noses to the
grindstone because if they took off,
they'd fall on their faces."

She adds, "Not enough corporations

are doing complete physicals of the

psychological as well as physical well-

Dr. Samuel Mayhugh, chief of

Where do they turn for help? A

variety of organizations and individu.

basis rather than waiting 11 months

There is a relative amount of body
discomfort, stomach aches, palpitations,
sweats."

files and affect promotion poss^bilitie

those who can affect his career to get

inside him. He becomes alienated and

total person." Some, she says, are
tant to let executives go for several days

high blood pressure, hot and cold

sonal lives would enter the corporate

Dr. Smith adds,"They learn toad

organism comes to a state where the
thinking process may be distorted.

tives would be wary of seeing the

"company shrink" for fear their per

for a complete checkup that includes

for vacations. Like an alcoholic, thei

about that specific drink. If the com

pany always comes out first, eventu
the employee comes out last."

Friends of the Family, a nonprofit

counseling and education center,

despite its name, provides aid toim

viduals and groups across the boari
Notes clinical director Hirsch,"lA

our therapists see executives, it isl
cause they're asking about their ef

tiveness in their jobs their abillt
deal with supervisors or staff, proii
tions, demotions. This also has im|
on the family or vice versa. Theyc
here because they want to do bette

being. Others simply choose to ignore

and their anxiety levels are getting

However, a growing — although still
relatively small — number are starting

to spot danger signs and how toh,

to take the whole-man view with cor

them. For instance, if one's breath

porate health departments providing
references for psychological aid and
insurance programs picking up the

longed stress, taking a few deep

the psychological aspects of health.

costs of such help.
Sources of Help

Experts emphasize that aid should be

separated from the office. Most execu

the way."

With the center's aid, they aret

starts to become shallow under pr

breaths at the outset will help.
The trick is to allow oneself toa

the optimum amount of stress wli
makes one function effectively, sc

body and mind come to a certain!
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tention" and employ "creative stress."

ut then one must beware of permitng an overload that becomes"maladistive stress."

She reckons companies have come

bout halfway toward true enlightment
bout psychological effects of leaderhip. In part, this is a result of social
limate changes (executives are more
ealth conscious and engage in fasteraced sports today) and in part it is a
eneral opening up of attitudes.
"Companies are coming to realize
lat they have a resource in their
(eople, especially those with leadership
|ualities, and they shouldn't throw
liem out."

(

Sharing Problems with Peers
The T-groups and management

JOKES fOP SPEKKBIS!
For Toastmasters, Business Executives, Ciub Officers,

Banqueteers, or anyone wfio iias to taik.
An up-fo-the-minute topical Joke-Bulletin witti approximately 100 funny
one-liners, stories and roast lines. Created by top Hollywood comedy writers.
A great source of fresfi professional material to tiumorize your speech for
any audience; any occasion. Current issue: $5.95. Send check or M.O. to:

JOKES UN-LTD.
1357 Miller Drive, Dept. 0-4, Hollywood, CA 90069

borkshops that have become so popular
hthe last decade typify the growing
jorporate awareness. At a retreat,

ixecutives are encouraged to be candid

hth one another. But, Hirsch emphaizes, it is important that the boss stay
Ivfay. Peers can open up to each other,
lut not in front of the boss.

Listen
and Succeed
Cassette tapes featuring condensations of best-selling books:
□ Psycho-Cybernetics
by Maxwell Maliz

□ Think and Grow Rich

□ Magic of Thinking Big

by Napoleon Hill

by David Schwartz

Aaron Hemsley, who combines a
Isychology doctorate with an MBA to
irovide psychological services in a busiless context, numbers among his

□ How I Raised Myself

llents such firms as Walker and Lee

Each only

Enclosed is my check or money order for

leal Estate, Taco Bell, Denny's restau-

$9.95 included

Name

ant's, Coldwell Banker and Sears,
loebuck.

His Behavior Management Group in
)range, California, provides complete
irograms for corporations, often startngin one area and spreading outward
-the way behavorial problems themelves spread within a firm and can earn

ifirm a reputation as an unhappy place
owork.

For instance, one client brought in
lemsley because of hassles between

beaccounting and operations people.
Accounting needed paperwork promptybut the salespeople said they were
00busy to mess with papers.
"Most people are not skilled in deal-

ng with anger," Hemsley notes,"they
lon't know how to assert themselves

(rithout anger. We've designed our 16veek program so that all supervisors,
itarting at the top of the corporate
tyramid, develop their inter-personal
ikllls — listening skills, assertion
raining (that is, how to assert them-

«ives in a positive way)and defensive

ikllls such as disarming others'anger in
irder to solve a problem without name
ailing."
Aid for Top Executives
In addition to such group-oriented
schemes, Hemsley's organization also
provides individual aid to top executives
» a limited basis."Presidents often
bve no one to talk to about their

korries," he says."They have to mainalnan upbeat attitude. I provide a
Mckboard, someone to talk with about

Krsonal problems and business
mich 1980

from Failure to Success

in Selling by Frank Betlger

□ The Art of Public

Speaking by Millard Bennett

□ The Greatest Salesman
in the World
by Og Mandmo

□ The Magic of Believing
by Claude Bristol

Make checks payable to:

Success Tapes
Dept. TM3
70 E. Howard

Eugene. OR 97404

(checked above) @ $9.95. Totaf $

_ tapes

Address

City

State.

- Zip.

VIsa/M.C.#

Exp. Date

problems."
And it is important that the top
person have his head together, Hemsley
says, because in the traditional cor
porate pyramid structure, behavioral
problems flow downward more readily
that upward. The "together" president
will set a tone that filters throughout
the company.

Interestingly, with increased recogni
tion of their needs to release or control

tension, executives have come to accept
help from previously unlikely sources
— such as hypnotists.
Since the mid-1950s, Arthur Ellen of
Westwood, California, has been offer

ing hypnotism aid to a variety of clients
from athletes and actors to corporate
executives. "In management, there has
always been an awareness of the impor
tance of presenting an appearance of
stability," he notes. "Hypnosis can aid
individuals by offering freedom from
uptightness about succeeding, selfcounsciousness, nervousness.

"Many people fear taking a venture
because of the possibilities of failure.

Others have a fear of succeeding or a

sense of futility if they succeed. They
don't enjoy their success, unconsciously

suffer in other areas and the strain of

maintaining a front affects them in
other areas — they hate the business,
they're tense or nervous, unable to he
comfortable."

In effect, he explains, he "dehypnotizes" clients to remove the impressions
they've psyched themselves into. He
doesn't concern himself with the root

causes of a client's problem hut treats
the symptom.
Whatever the source of aid, everyone
providing stress management guidance
to executives emphasizes corporations
and senior management must face up to
the need for behavioral aid.

Says Robert D. Tonry, Las Encinas
administrator, "It can he too late when

the person is in a coronary care unit or
his wife is divorcing him or his kids are
on drugs. We want to encourage aware
ness of the inherent dangers in an
organized corporation that puts pres
sure on employees. They need escape
valves, organizational restructuring

and professional counseling." ♦

Reprinted with permission from the November
1979 issue of The Executive, 3 931

MacArthur Boulevard, Newport Beach,
California 92660.
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health SECRETS
FPDM

SUPERACHEVERS
Writer Caitlin Kelly has called it"our narcissis
tic stampede to self-perfection," but the

fitness craze of recent years is much more

than a vain pursuit of beauty or a"Me-decade" fad. In a
modern technological age characterized by high stress

and fierce competition, more and more people are

beginning to see the connection between fitness and
success. Those who responded to a recent survey from
The Toastmaster represent a variety of professional fields
— including politics, sports, business, writing and

speaking — but all agreed that health is a vital

ingredient of success.

In Running and Being, The Total Experience, Dr. George
Sheehan says fitness is imperative if we are to find
ourselves, know self-respect and meet life s challenges.
Fitness can be our formula if not for greatness, at least
for the self-knowledge necessary to lead a full life, tie
says.

The kind of fitness Sheehan and many other health

experts talk about today is all-encompassing.Preoccu
pation with the"body beautiful" has given way to a new
emphasis on the total well-being of the body, mind and
spirit — the "Holistic" approach. The World Health
Organization defines that concept in the preamble to its
constitution with this statement;"Health is a state of

Take that line of thinking a step further and runnrnj
becomes a form of preventive medicine — perhaps the

most popular of many kinds of fitness programs peopl
are turning to as they accept more personal responsibi
ity for their health.
|

Belief in the healing power of the mind is a |
strong

motivating force in that self-help movement. Familyi
physician Irving Oyle describes this conce^as the J
marriage of science and positive thinking. Oyle, authc
of The New American Medicine Show, explains:"In a
'
nutshell, optimists can outlive pessimists. The thougl
we think have as powerful an effect on our bodies asj
food we eat and the exercise we get. If we program j

positive thoughts into our bodies, chances are that
can both fight and prevent illness."
|
Another comment that reflects the latest trend in|
health care attitudes can be found in a column by J
Richard Grossman in the January 1979 issue of FamitI
Health "The key to the process of whole health is

responsibility," Grossman says."We must take careo
ourselves. We must answer for ourselves questions|
go beyond the issues of whether our temperature is|

normal,or if we slept for eight hours last night.|
We
must examine how we are using our time and our Iivi

Are we doing the appropriate work in the world? An
we open to giving and receiving love? Are we engage

complete physical, mental and social well-being and not

in ongoing,lifelong learning? Are we able to risk

merely the absence of disease or infirmity.

newness and change? Are we making a difference in

Those in pursuit of that goal are finding mental and
spiritual benefits in physical activity. For example,

world?"

.

TIT

Have you asked yourself these questions? Haveyc

Sheehan, a cardiologist and marathon runner, describes
running as the experience of joining body and soul into

found a fitness program that promotes your total w<
being, one that conditions you for success in your

an integrated wholeness: an "act which brings together
work, play, love and religion."

Whether or not you are following such a program nc

"The runner need not break four minutes in the mile
or four hours in the marathon,' Sheehan explains in

secrets revealed to The Toastmaster by some of the wo!
most successful people. In our recent survey, we ask
them how they stay in top physical and mental
condition, how important they feel physical fitnessi
the achievement of success and how they define opt

Running and Being."It is only necessary that he runs and
runs and sometimes suffers. Then one day he will wake

up and discover that somewhere along the way he has
begun to see the order and law and love and truth that
makes men free."
16

profession or occupation as well as your personal lif(
you're sure to find some helpful ideas in the health

health. Here are their responses:

,
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"As in speech training, good health
requires constant application of
thought and action. The body is a

ST

servant of the mind. Physical fitness

gives the mind a productive and dy
namic instrument for achievement. I

nourish my mind with daily readings
about good health habits. 1 pursue a
goal-oriented lifestyle— always prepar
ing myself by reading, working to
achieve, staying involved. I nourish my

body by following the structured Air
Force 5BX exercise plan (bending, sit-

ups, pushups, jogging). 1 don't smoke or
use caffeine, carbonated beverages,

sugar, salt or foodstuffs made of
0 maintain a good balance
work and relaxation. Too

either is nonproductive and
harmful in the long run. 1

alf-mile per day, ski two weeks
ith my children over the
as holidays, play golf two or

nes per week and occasionally
3me of tennis. 1 also do sit-up

p 15 minutes daily and watch

I

bleached flour. Mental strength, the
source of all action, is rooted in thought

but only effective when the body is
capable of reacting. Body tone and

-I

P

mental tone must be in harmony for
achievement. 1 don't ever want to miss

an opportunity because I neglected to
keep my mind and body in tune."
—Hubert"Dohhy" Dohson, DTM, past presi

dent ofToasttnasters International.

1 consumption, which is difficult
1 love calorie-heavy desserts.
1 fitness for me means that 1 am

Ithy mentally and spiritually,
ne has all three'going great,' a
vill succeed to the maximum of

"For managers of large enterprises,

private or public, physical fitness is
essential. Optimal health is the ability

;r capabilities." —Gerald R. Ford,
'esidetit of the United States.

to work 60 to 70 hours a week and

enjoy life. My health program involves
doing work 1 enjoy, holding my weight
-J#

T

to 175, sleeping eight hours a night and
riding my bike 30 to 40 miles every

Sunday. 1 also recommend having faith

"1 enjoy weight lifting and yoga be
cause both exemplify discipline. I also

L*

in God's goodness and selecting parents
with good genes." —Charles F. Luce,
Chairman of the Board, Consolidated Edison
Company of fdeio York, Inc. and a former
member ofToastmasters.

believe posture is one of the best tools
we have for physical fitness. When we

K

learn and use correct posture our stom

achs will stay flatter, we'll look younger
and we will actually feel better. I also
believe it's important to eliminate heavy
doses of sugar from your diet. 1 am
firmly convinced that sugar destroys

m

"I try to exercise every other day
during the week, which usually means
Monday, Wednesday and Friday. I prin
cipally use weights as well as some

gymnastic exercises. On weekends,I
combine exercise with some of my

brain power!
"I feel health is absolutely vital to

ging, etc. I think staying in top physical

hobbies, i.e., board surfing, tennis, jog

success. We have to feel good to he good.

condition is absolutely essential for

Our physical health affects all areas of

anyone in a managerial position who is
subject to job stresses. 1 think one
should stay in good enough physical

for a much longer period — if one

our life: our personal relationships, our
drive, our concentration, our ability to
do the things a failure cannot or will not
do. Poor health says,'1 can't go the
extra mile.'Physical fitness says,'1 can
be counted on!'Optimal health is to
look and feel good. People who are
turned on to life, who have purpose and

)iet is of utmost importance.

who commit themselves to that pur

myself in top physical form." —Otis

ieve in running and any form of
e.One must exercise pertaining

5 sport. Businessmen should
it least 10 minutes a day exerA fit nation is a strong nation.
rer successful one is, a person can

even more success — and main-

:y is murder. Diet. Exercise. Rest.
0everything in moderation. —

f Player, professional golfer.

condition to feel well at all times and to

help ward off illness, as well as to

permit one to engage in sports and
vigorous hobbies on weekends. 1 know I
could not engage in the kinds of leisure
activities 1 do if I were not able to keep

pose, will automatically look and feel

Chandler, publisher of the Los Angeles

renewed." —Kathy Alls, motivational

Times.

speaker, author and president of Success
Seminars.
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"I walk, belly dance and try to wai
"It's not what I do, it's what 1 don't do

my weight. I've also managed to be

that keeps me healthy. I don't drink

nonsmoker all my life, and I've avoi

alcohol in any form. I don't smoke. I

liquor and drugs in any form. Oddli

don't bake myself dry in the sun, thus

enough,I see a lot of physical wrecl

preserving a good complexion. I don't
stay out half the night and drag myself

who are successful. But 1 imagine tl
achieved success when they were ii

around dead tired the next day. 1 have

better shape. It takes a lot of stamif
reach the top, and the one who win

developed a good solid philosophy on
how to live one day at a time, accepting
that which 1 cannot change, and 1 never
look back." —Ann Landers, author of a

/

1

famous syndicated newspaper advice column.

race is the one who s in condition. E
deliver me from the nut who makei
fettish out of abusing his body in oi

to prove to the world that he is hea
enough to run 10 miles every day."
—Abigail Van Buren, author of the famo

"I try for moderation and a consistent

syndicated newspaper column. Dear Ahby

exercise program. Exercise is most im

portant to maintain vitality and a sense
of fitness. It helps me meet each new

day with exuberance and enthusiasm
and with all systems go." —Ella Crasso,
governor of Connecticut,

"For my body ... I exercise every day
at a health club. For my mind ... 1 read
at least two hours each day and usually
do some writing. If one has no organic
malfunction, it is not difficult to enjoy

good health. Nature is on your side and
working with you. A good diet, vitamin
and mineral supplements and regular
exercise adds up to health.
"The ultimate health goal is a body
that meets every demand made upon it

. energy packed and pain free. It is my

only dwelling place while here on earth.
I'll never forget Mr. Edison's reply to
the question,'Why are you so con
cerned with exercise, rest and diet?'

'Young man,' he said,'my body is the
vehicle that carries my brain around
and I like to ride in a nice carriage.'

Healthy individuals are enthusiastic

people. Enthusiastic people are happy
people. Happy people are optimists. The
optimist wakes up in the morning and
says,'Good morning,Lord.'The pes
simist wakes up and says,'Good Lord,
it's morning.'"—Millard Bennett, inter
nationally known sales specialist, speaker,
author and former Toastmaster.

TY
"I run. Running is not, however, a
means, it is an end in itself. It is

contemplation, conversation,competi
tion. To use running and not to live it is
to be in Santayana's words,'a bar

barian.'The philosopher Herbert Spen
cer said:'If you wish to be a success in
this life you must first be a good
animal.'Optimal health is the ability

"I wish I could say I stay in top

physical and mental condition. I like to
play tennis, but I don't have time to do
it every day. 1 am a manic depressive, as
are most humorists, and don't have any
exercises for it. 1 think physical fitness

is okay, but those who take it too
seriously have no humor. 1 am always
uncomfortable with someone who runs

and process of living at the top of your
powers. It is attained by the following
formula or is indeed the following

hospital, you're okay!" —Art Buchwald,

formula: Be fit, have a sense of humor

humorist and syndicated newspaper columnist.

you do it with."-George Sheehan, mara
thon runner, cardiologist, author and columnist
/or Runner's World magazine.

late at night. 1 also exercise regul
and take at least one vacation a y

five miles. My definition of optimal
health is: If you can stay out of the

and love what you do and the people

"I limit my calories. I don't eati
junk foods, and I try not to eat hi
when 1 totally relax. I always plan

next day before 1 go to bed. Psyd
gists have proved that once torni
plans are committed to paper, a j
will sleep better. I get to work at
because having some peaceful ti:
alone allows me to collect my thi
for the rest of the day. I think it,

imperative in this hustly, bustly
that we spend some time alone,

physically and mentally healthy
important to always have sometE
my life that I am excited about a
challenging goal 1 am working ti
—Patricia Fripp, motivational speakei
Markham Style Innovator Barber and

Shop in San Francisco, California and
of Cable Car Toastmasters Club 1241
THE rOAS
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"I manage to participate in activities

that contribute to a healthy mind, body
and spirit. When the surf is up on
Southern California beaches, I can be

found taking waves in the hollow beach
breaks of Salt Creek in Laguna Niguel

or on point breaks on lonely strands
known to surfing aficionados as
'churches'and 'trestles.'Surfing re

quires top physical condition coupled
with a fair dose of courage, but when

you sit on a board waiting for waves at
sunrise or sunset you have time to

contemplate the spiritual side of exis
tence. It is an opportunity to think,

b many kinds of sports, including
ig and walking. I always begin

^arm-up and stretching exercises

meditate and dream. As a wave ap

proaches, you have to use all of your
physical faculties to take it, to perform

least 15 minutes, then do vigor^ercises for about 25 to 30 min-

and achieve a sense of satisfaction. This

- quite often longer — and then
[own by walking slowly and doing

feel good enough to respond to the
challenges of the day means you have to

itretching exercises for at least 15

have the ability to think under pres
sure, the endurance to go forward in
the midst of adversity and the confi
dence that you can rely on yourself to
achieve good." —Terrence McCann, execu
tive director of Toastmasters International,
Olympic Gold Medalist.

tes, preferably more. My mental
ities are kept in good condition by
tig, watching educational televiind keeping up my Toastmasters
ties regularly.

lysical fitness is tremendously im-

builds the body as well as character. To

"Physical fitness is of some marginal
importance to the achievement of suc
cess but it is of overwhelming im

portance to happiness, comfort and
longevity. 1 do one half-hour of calis
thenics every morning plus a five mile
run. 1 also practice relaxation, eat a
moderate and varied diet and I don't
smoke or drink." —William Pro.xmire,
United States Senator I D-Wisconsin).

nt to the achievement of success,

thy people are more productive in
ling they do. If you are not in good
ical condition it will certainly be
er for you to achieve success in
endeavors, whatever they may be.
mal health is the condition in

hyou can produce the best results.
Itan reach that goal by taking better
Wyourself through proper exernutrition and management of
s." —OttoH. Wenk, ATM, member of
Rock Club 1140-43 in Little Rod,

s

ms and Senior Olympics competitor with

mm

Irecord ti?nes in the 5000 and 10,000walks.

un nearly every day and do
ching exercises for perhaps 15
ites a day. I try to eat a welliced diet and sleep as much as I
1.1 also try to accomplish a few

ific goals each day, meet and social-

m

"Since 1 am required to attend so
many breakfasts, luncheons, dinners
and full-scale banquets, 1 avoid eating
full meals at each. I find this helps keep
my weight down and minimizes any

ith friends. I enjoy travel, reading
leveral hobbies. Physical fitness
luccess go hand in hand. Without a

sherbet there .. . in the course of a day I

in minimal level of fitness I believe

manage to come up with one full meal

5 less happy, relaxed and successful

instead of four or five. I keep a pace

whenever I can. 1 believe exercise is all

one can be. Success is reaching

which some of my staff aides consider

potential as best you can and being
mvery often enable you to be more

very taxing. Fortunately, I have the
kind of drive and personality which

important. Physical fitness affects your
attitude, your ambition, your outlook,
your energy level — everything impor

uctive, relaxed and happy. Optimal
ih would be a combination of physi-

thrive on activity, so 1 can keep going
long after others have to stop. But to

tant to achievement. There's an old joke

nd psychological health, both at

keep that pace and to get through a day
jammed with meetings, speeches and

fitness for a man is to be shot by a

s where the individual is not quite
fied or pleased — but almost
e."—Bill Rodgers, marathon runner.

potential indigestion. A salad here, a

news conferences,I have to be physi
cally fit. So how important is it? It's

critically important." —Tom Bradley,
mayor of Los Angeles, California.

"I lift weights, jog, swim. I play
football with my kids. I work out

that the epitome of health and physical

jealous husband at the age of 130! This
sums up my philosophy of what optimal
health would be." — Bob Richards, two-time

Olympic Gold Medalist, Toastmasters' 1979
Golden Gavel recipient.
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Developing a healthy mind

and selectivity to this than the lowi
animal gives to its method of acquir

to increase your potential
for happiness and success.

their pathway as though they were
animals grazing in a field.

ing food. They merely consume all
Just as an experiment, plan your
mental diet for one month. Then
break it down into weeks and even

What

days. Even resolve that you will

There is a certain philosophy of
life which is a golden thread
running through the last 20

ls>Dur

Mental
Diet?
by Cavett Robert

centuries.

It started with the statement in the

Bible,"As a man thinketh in his heart,
so is he." Hundreds of times it has been
repeated through the centuries in
slightly different words:
•"What the mind can conceive and be
lieve, the body can achieve."
•"Beware of what you want because
you'll get it."
•"Our thoughts are the ancestors of
our actions."

•"Thoughts are the tools that create
our environment.

•"Our outward actions are only a
reflection of our inner thoughts."
There are hundreds upon hundreds

of similar quotations which have been
bandied about from generation to

generation. The great lesson is dis
turbing in its simplicity and yet it is
the very foundation of any success
which may come into our lives.

Stop this very moment and consider
the mental diet which is yours each
day. It might be interesting — even
amazing in its revelation. How

mentally digestive is it? Just what is
its quality? Many people are metic
ulous to the point of being fanatical
about the food they eat. If only they
would give the same consideration to
the mental food they consume each
day, their lives would be far more
healthful. Ask yourself just how much

planning goes into the selection of
your mental diet.

Only an animal puts food into its

body on a catch-as-catch can basis.
Most animals just forage or graze

along without any planning. Man has
developed to that civilized point where
much planning goes into his diet.
Meals are often planned days in
advance. When he sits down in a
restaurant he studies the menu

carefully. Books are written and
courses of study given on nutrition

and proper diet. Even degrees are

given in our universities on the
subject.

And yet how few people give any

studied importance to their metal
intake. They give no more planning
20

become mentally diet conscious and
take advantage of delicious mental
calories that present themselves sot
times even as a surprise.

I feel a deep compassion for indiv
duals who can't view a beautiful
sunset and drink in its beauty and

peacefulness with the same enjoym
they would receive from consumin|
the most delicious meal.

Balancing Your Mental Diet

Just as a healthy body must be ft
with the proper amounts of proteii
fats and carbohydrates in order to

insure physical health, our mental
also must be balanced in its conten

in order to insure a normal and ha
outlook on life.

Do you ever feel strongly that yj

Your mind hungersfoj
challenges just as

your body craves fooc
■

need a trip, need recreation or net

change? If so, this is not imaginat]
Just as our bodies cause us at tim(
crave a certain food which is nece
for a balanced diet, our mental

processes give us the signal for a
needed change in scenery or envil
ment to cause a more balanced ol
refreshed mental attitude. We sh(
listen to these signals. We might
call them warnings as their repea

denials can sometimes cause serit
results.

Will Rogers once said,"Whenj
feel the urge, don't be afraid to g
a wild goose chase; what do you
geese are for anyway?
I have a friend who plans his r

diet as carefully as anyone ever
|

the meals for a household. He re
certain number of books and pel
cals over a period of time, some
related to his work, others inspi
tional and still others purely ent

taining. Without regimenting hi
still he has certain nights for pli
musicals, movies or other enter'
ment. He is never too busy to v

with friends, take occasional tri
business or purely for pleasure,
activities serve constantly to re'
THE T0AS7

iasm and renew his interest in
concerns him and surrounds

Assimilating Thoughts
;foods are the basis of a health

d are to be eaten slowly,
d and thoroughly assimilated,
other hand, condiments, re-

ind the like are designed pri-

for flavor — yes, to make other
nore palatable.
is with our mental diet. Much is

mbraced thoroughly and made
of ourselves. Still other material

other purposes. Some things
ly to be tasted; some simply give
others can even be considered
1 vitamin tablets,

few people even realize that
thought that enters the mind
its residue. The accumulated
B constitutes our subconscious

reflects itself in our true per-

:y. If we have channeled happy
its, beautiful experiences and
red friendships through our
, our entire personality and
le reflect these experiences.
:oln once said that every person

!Sponsible for his own looks
iO. Since every part of our body
es itself in a minimum of seven
we can understand this stateFrom time immemorial it has

mown that we actually create

(vn expressions over a period of
ind even influence our own
es from within.

Dme people eat non-digestable
)r over-indulge in food late at

, it is no mystery to them that
toss and turn and find it difficult

ep. Next day they feel tired and
at up to their maximum perince. However, they are not too
rated because they at least
rstand the cause of their predicaand resolve that they will take

utions to prevent a recurrence of
icident.

wever, these same individuals

thave sleepless nights for other
ms. Perhaps they are suffering
anxiety, fear of things to come,
pointment over things that did
appen, petty jealousies and many
rmental disturbances. And even

gh the cause of their sleeplessness
t as apparent, these people re
in utter confusion. They wonder

they couldn't sleep. They don't

|tDrealize that mental indigestion
1)1980

ft

n

is far more destructive than physical

indigestion — that the mental processes
are the nerve center of our very
existence.

Another statement which I have

repeated prayerfully thousands of times
over the years in the process of mental
displacement is this;"May I always

Try This Experiment

think my best, live my noblest, work my

If you are having trouble sleeping at
night, if you are plagued with worries

things I am certain that the blessings of

that you can't dismiss, just try a

simple experiment. Set aside one half-

hardest and love my fullest. If I do these
this life will flow all over me."

If you really want this miracle of

Worry and anxiety are the cause of i
many deaths.
Can You Cope W ith Trouble?

If you asked a hundred people to tell
you what they wanted most of all on
this earth, I feel confident that the

majority would say they wanted peace
and contentment.

Ask the same group just what their
definition of peace and contentment li

hour before you go to bed as a mental

displacement to enrich your life you will

and you would be amazed at the dif

conditioning period.

have no trouble securing the statement

ferent answers you would receive.

which is best for you. Just turn to the

Perhaps most of these would define it

read it with feeling and with relaxa
tion and for the sole purpose of

book of Psalms or Proverbs in your
Bible and read until you find one or two

as freedom from trouble.
One of the greatest blessings a per

enjoying it. Nothing relaxes the

that cause an immediate reaction within

son can experience in life is the full
acceptance of the fact that life will

If you love poetry, read poetry —

average person more than the spiritual

yourself — one that you respond to

calories to be found in reading the
Bible. Many people can condition
themselves merely by counting the

deeply. It's better to choose your own

things for which they should be

ly. If I recall correctly, the first two I
ever used years ago were very brief:

grateful or even thinking of the good
points about those whom they love. In

rather than to accept those of someone
else unless they appeal to you immense

"God is in his heaven and all is right

any event, these must be positive
thoughts and not negative thoughts —
you must be strictly on the construc

with the world" and"May Your

tion crew and not on the wrecking

never be free from trouble. A life can
never be free from trouble unless it is

lived in a vacuum,completely out of
contact with people and things. I am

sure you agree that life under these
conditions is not worth living.

Life at its best is simply controlled

presence always renew my strength

disturbance — our troubles reduced to

and revive my faith."

manageable proportions. The troubles
will always be there; it is up to us to
control them rather than have them

Don't be discouraged if it takes time

Again I say that you should not be
discouraged if it takes practice and time
to overcome your former habit of
carrying your troubles to bed with you

to master the process. It would be
unnatural if you could be entirely

You do not have to be a prisoner of

worry and anxiety if you only have the

determined by the choice we make. Ai

crew.

Try this experiment for just one
week before evaluating its merit.

successful from the very beginning.

Since we are all creatures of habit, it

would be against nature if people who
were accustomed to reviewing their
worries and fears each night could

suddenly and without any great selfdiscipline completely change the
complexion of their thinking. How
ever, it will pay some dividends
immediately.

Your greatest tool in mastering this
change-over is found in the law of

displacemeni. When used correctly and
practiced constantly, it is more power
ful than all the tranquilizing pills on the
market today.

If I am counting my blessings, can I at
the same time be worrying about things

that may or may not happen? Never

forget the statement of the man in his
go's who said that he had more troubles

during his lifetime than any person he
knew,but that nine-tenths of them
never happened.

If I am thinking about my loved ones

and carefully evaluating the good quali
ties that make them lovable, can I at the
same time be disturbed by envy,

jealousy or resentment?
If I am taking inventory of my wealth
of sight, hearing, health and awareness
of being alive, doesn't it stand to reason
that some little financial problem
becomes dwarfed by comparison?

Adopt a mental diet
that will prepare you
to face difficulties.

trial with it.

For many, many years the doctrine
has been expounded that a person s
emotional and mental condition, to a

great extent, is only a reflection of his
or her physical condition.
With this as a major premise, a plea
was made that we keep our bodies

healthy and in prime condition so that
our minds would be alert and our
emotions positive. It doesn't require a

psychiatrist with a background of re
search to tell us that a person who has

indulged intemperately is in no fit
condition the following day to make

judicious decisions. This law of nature
is definite and certain and can be stated
without fear of contradiction.
However,let's not forget this

corollary, which we do not consider as
often. Though some may feel that it is

complicated, actually it is not. A per

son's physical condition can be affected
in a major way by his or her mental and

have found magic in this statement:

grieved himself into the grave. While
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we creators of circumstances or crea

happen to us or do we happen to
things? Do we manage our affairs or
they manage us? Are people our
opportunity or are they our frustra
tion? Are we human engineers or an

we puppets?

self-discipline to abide by this law of
displacement and give yourself a fair

emotional condition.

life afraid."

All of us are faced with this decision.
Our entire lives are to a large degree

tures of circumstances? Do things

Experiment until you find a state
ment to which you react strongly. I

"May my faith always exceed my fears
— no price is too great to go through

control us.

We often hear the expression that a
man worried himself to death or that he
we consider these as mere expressions,

they can be much more than that.

Please, please accept this major
premise of life: As long as you are a

you will meet obstacles — you willbej
faced with adverse conditions. Even

ancient philosopher in the dawn ofoi
civilization warned his people,"The
barbarians will always be at the gate
Life will never be easier — but we

be stronger. Let's adopt a mental diet
that will prepare us to accept life's
difficulties and cope with them. No
is ever materially affected by what

happens to a person or even around
person but only what happens withii

person.:!•

This maieria! is reprinted from Success Wj

People Through Human EngineerinJ
and Motivation by Caveit Robert. Copyj
right ® I 969,Success Unlimited, Inc.
Cavett Robert, Tonsf-j
masters' 1972 Golitt
Gavel recipient, is i

internatwnally l:n®il|
lecturer and author
noted as the '.'numbtri

speaker in Americain
field of human engim

and motivation." A lawyer formerly wilhtl
New York District Attorney's staff, he now

works full-time as a convention speaker, sulj

trainer and management consultant.
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Living

j[fiu^ntutonsly
St people in Ed Cargyle's line of
move on to safer, less demanding
nations by the time they're 25. But
Cargyle isn't about to quit. And
s a reasonable option for him
use he's in better physical condition
most people half his age.
argyle is a deep sea diver, one of only
w with enough technical knowledge

technical and general interest periodi
cals. And the list of his accomplishments
goes on and on.
How did he develop enough energy

diving skill to undertake missions

Cargyle explains: "At Rockwell I saw
guys in their 40's getting heart attacks.
That scared me. I realized I had to get
myself ready to handle the demands of
the job, and I had to have a way to
unwind physically and emotionally."
The fitness program he developed
worked so well that he qualified as a test
diver for physiology and diver perfor
mance studies conducted by the U.S.
Navy,UCLA and North American Rock
well. His performance in these tests is
the ideal against which other divers are
measured, he says.
Cargyle's physical fitness routine is so
simple that it can be maintained even
when he's on a lengthy business trip. He
runs five miles a day — even in the rain
and even during hotel stays in major
cities such as Tokyo, Japan. When he
needs a change of pace, he substitutes
karate, weight lifting or recreational
diving for running.
Cargyle avoids heavy lunches — and
relieves work stress — by exercising in
the middle of the day whenever possible.

and stamina to match his ambitions? At

24, then the youngest manager on
Rockwell's engineering staff, he was
frightened into a lifestyle that made
fitness a top priority.

1 as the installation of offshore oil

ling equipment and the underwater
jection of Arizona's Hoover Dam.

f's dangerous work, but Cargyle
uld rather put his life on the line than
(fine himself to any desk job. Allugh he has established firm ties in
! business world as an engineering
isultant, he remains an outdoorsman
Ian adventurer at heart. He's man-

[d to preserve an unconventional
BStyle involving extensive world
vel by focusing his self-development
orts in two basic areas — communiion and health.

iefore he joined Toastmasters in
?4, Cargyle's greatest fear was public
taking. He could risk his life in a
ngerous diving operation, but he
n't have the courage to speak before
audience. Today, however,Cargyle is
experienced and polished speaker.
> lectures on ocean technology and
derwater photography are in demand
over the United States, and he's also

ren speeches on those subjects in
nada, Mexico and Indonesia.

Nothing has had more impact on my
I than Toastmasters. It's allowed me

Cargyle, DTM,has given a great deal
of his time and energy to Toastmasters.
He has served as Area A-3 governor and

as president of the Blue Flame Club and
he has conducted seven Youth Leader

ship Programs as well as one Speechcraft Program. He has also served as a
mentor for several clubs, and he's

continually looking for opportunities to
start new clubs while on business trips
in remote parts of the world.
He's done all that while earning an

international reputation as one of the
world's top divers and engineering
experts. Among the highlights of his
diving career to date is his experience as
an Aquinaut on North American Rock
well's undersea research submarine.
Beaver IV. He was also a member of a

share my work with others,and that's
Iped me grow," says Cargyle, a mem-

special eight-man Navy team organized

r of Blue Flame Club 2717-F in Costa

combat systems and to develop ad
vanced underwater combat techniques.
He is now owner and president of Bio
Sea International, a company that de
signs and installs offshore oil drilling
equipment and engineers and manages

He combines exercise with diet restric

tions that he also finds easy to follow on
business trips. Most important, he
avoids all foods and drinks that contain

portant step for me. You always get

undersea mineral mining projects,
Cargyle's professional credits include

sugar or caffeine. He has also eliminated
all"junk foods"from his diet, preferring
a wide variety of fruits and vegetables
and a moderate intake of meat products.
The benefits of Cargyle's formula for
health have gone far beyond the physi
cal. One need only scan his resume to see
evidence of that. When he says he still
has at least 10 years of professional deep
sea diving ahead of him, he's not kidding.

tk more than you give."

200 articles published in a variety of

If anyone can do it, Cargyle can.

:sa, California, and Professional
eakers Club 9-F in Santa Ana,
lifornia.

'1 needed the positive feedback I
:eived at club meetings. And the
covery that I could help others was an

cti)980

to test and evaluate new underwater
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The quality of your voice con support
or undermine the importance of your words.

SPEAK
WITH A VOICE
THEY'LL
LISTEN TO
by Yvonne Michie Egan

Some people make fortunes with
their voices. Others, although
they may not be aware of it, lose
money and put people off every time
they open their mouths.
According to Dorothy Sarnoff, a
speech expert who coaches diplomats
and top executives to talk with voices
that please:"People's bodies are sound
sensitive. Your voice has the ability to
cause a flight or fright syndrome — to
repel through nasality, stridency or bad
pitch, which are to the ear what halito
sis is to the nose. Or your voice has the
ability to cause a stay-in-place, I'll-buy
syndrome."
How can you tell if you have a voice
worth listening to? Put your nose in th
middle of this magazine and talk. The
amplification will give you an idea of
how you sound to others. Or betteryel
turn on a tape recorder and forget it
while you carry on a routine businessoi
social conversation.

You don't like what you hear? Mono
tonous, mumbling, too slow or fast,

hoarse and harrumphing, pitched too|
high, strained? Any one fault can mean
a voice that is hard to listen to.

What can you do if you're a prince to
look at but a frog to hear? The first
step, according to Sarnoff, who is the
author of Spfff/i Can Change Your Life id
who runs Speech Dynamics and Execu

tive Speech Services in New York City,
is to acquaint yourself with the
mechanics of how your voice works.
The nuts and bolts of speech produc
tion begin with the continuous slow :
exhalation of a breath that supports j
your words on an airy column like so
many ping-pong balls bobbing on top
a fountain. If your air gives out, your
words go kerplop. Your diaphragm (tl
sheet of muscle just above your
stomach) supports this column of

breath, and your breath supports youf
voice. Your larynx (the "voice box"in
your throat) gives your voice its pitch.
Resonance gives your voice its quality
and your mouth turns sounds into
words, with your tongue doing most)

P

kJ

the work.

"Big inhalations are not important.
Sarnoff explains."Long exhalations
are." To test your air-spinning ability,
whether standing or sitting, assume

©

what Sarnoff calls Executive Posture:

chest up, stomach in, weight evenly

m

distributed on the balls of both feet,

aware of your "vital center." Now tal
a quick sip of air and exhale slowlyin.
THE TOASimi iMar

Don't hold your vital center rigid
raurstomach should gradually tuck
your breath flows out. How long
\iou make the hissing last? Try for a

well-pitched voice should be," Sarnoff

continuous vibration, however, is tell

says.

tale evidence of nasality.
Now place your hand on your chest.
If you are resonating properly, you'll

it of 70.

But once you've found your basic
pitch, don't just stay there. According
to Sarnoff, the average speaking voice

you caved in at 20 or 50,some

can run a scale of at least 12 notes. If

ace is in order. Try climbing the
S in your office building on a single
lation. While driving at the start of
ige or tunnel take a quick breath
ry for a slow, steady exhalation
will take you to the end. On your
across town, set a goal of three
ilations per short city block. Says
noff,"You'll be surprised at the
(it these simple exercises will have
:he way your voice sounds."
One man came to Sarnoff with the

mplaint that no one listened to him —
tastic drawback for a man assigned
handle a merger for his company. His
Dulders drooped, his posture said
mid," his voice followed suit. He
rned to assume Executive Posture

A high-pitched voice
a serious handicap
)r a businessman."

you use less than six, expect your
listener's eyes to become glazed. No
matter how dynamic your thought,
your monotonously pitched voice will
say "boring." Voices that use a wide
pitch range captivate with color and
vitality.
Switching Gears
Pacing is another way to add color
and vitality. A sales manager invariably
found it impossible to compress what
he had to say into allotted meeting
times. His problem was not too much
material to cover. It was his low-gear
delivery, which in turn elicited both
impatience and low-gear response.
Do people's minds wander when you
talk? Do they continually interrupt or
finish sentences for you? Your pace
may be far too slow.
Equally distressing are speed talkers.
Their thoughts race along on a speed
way of words that leave their listeners'
minds panting far behind. Fast talkers
are also viewed as impersonal and

feel a constant vibration. Without chest

resonance, the most positive thought
will come out sounding negative and
complaining.
But even beautifully placed chest
resonance can be cut off at the pass —
your throat. Look in a mirror as you
talk. Do veins and cords stand out? Put

your finger against your Adam's apple
and say "zzzzz." Notice the buzz? Now

say "ssss." You'll feel no vibration. With
your finger still on your Adam's apple,
read a sentence. If your throat is free,

you should feel the same buzz you felt
on "zzzzz."

Tie a necktie around your neck for
another test. Do you begin to feel
strangled at the ends of your sentence?
At one time the clenched throat and jaw
style of speaking was thought to be

"Your voice con tell
the best or the worst

lies about you."

rattle-brained.

jrds to bob on. Immediately, he threw
fhis milk-sop image and became a

If you are getting out less than 120
words per minute, your pacing is too
slow. More than 150, you speedometer
is racing. Test your pace by reading

lice to listen to in conferences and

aloud for one minute. Count the words.

iscussions.

Keep in mind that most people read
aloud much faster than they talk. So a
count of about 170 words per minute
will be about right.
Proper Resonance
Although well-paced, suitably pitched
and soundly supported, your voice may
still cause flight or fright. Proper
resonance may be missing. Does your
voice resonate in your chest or in your
nose? Put your finger on your nose
bone and read any sentence from this

idtocreate a column of air for his

Changing Your Pitch
Once you begin to think about the
ayyou would like to sound, you can
ake many kinds of improvements
jhtaway, such as speaking in a lower
Itch."A high pitched voice is a serious
indicap for a businessman,"Sarnoff
ys."Not only because it irritates but
teause it lacks authority."
Sarnoff tells of the owner of a leather

Dmpany who came to Executive
leech Services for help because, as he
implained quite realistically, he
lunded like a 12-year-old kid. Often
istomers calling on the phone for the

page. Did you feel a vibration when you
sounded "n" and "m"? You should. A

Yvonne Michie Egan
is a free-lance writer

rst time were reluctant to talk busi-

ess until he proved he was the head of
lecompany and not the office boy.
Sarnoff instructed her high-pitched
lent to try any sentence that came to

who has contributed to

a number of major
American magazines,

including Glamour,

ind, such as "I think the sun will shine

Parents and Better
Homes and Gar

day," and to speak it lower step by
epuntil the level became too low to be

dens. She also is the author of two books: Sing

imfortably voiced."One step above

For Your Supper and Dozens of Ways to

leuncomfortable level is where the

Make Money.

arc/iIPSO

evidence of high-society breeding. Today it signals strain.
Tight neckties? No buzzer on your
Adam's apple? A wildly vibrating nose
bone? "Think relaxation," advises Sar

noff."Relax your jaw, unclench your
throat, open your mouth,so that your
velvety-smooth chest resonance has a
clear path to exit."
Pitch, pace and resonance. Bad habits
can ruin it all. Lazy lip and tongue will
turn you into a mumbler. Go back to
your mirror. If your lips barely move,
your listener's ears will soon be clogged
by a mishmash of muffled sounds.
Speech tics are the most annoying
and dangerous of all bad habits. Irri
tating speech tics have been known to
torpedo international conferences and
break up marriages. Harrumphing, in
appropriate little laughs,"you know,"
"that is,""so uh,""er" are all meaning
less pause fillers that should be con
sidered speech crimes.
The best way to get rid of a speech tic
is to become aware that you have a tic
problem. Tape an ordinary conversa
tion. Play it back and listen for irri
tating mannerisms and pause fillers.
Then place warning stickers on your
25

telephone, your desk, the inside cover
of your briefcase — "You know,""gig

'fatigued' when you are rested,'tense'
when you are relaxed,'old' when you

with energy, enthusiasm and confi
dence, you can't help but act with

gle,""er" — to remind you to tackle

are young."

increased energy, enthusiasm and c

When you speak with a voice that

your tic.
"Your voice can tell the best or the

worst lies about you," says Sarnoff.
"Your voice can say,'vigorous' when
you are tired. It can say'young' when
you are over 70. But watch out if it says

pleases, it is much more than a brush of
bright paint over your face. Instead, a
voice that reflects the best you can be
will allow your truer, better personality
to emerge.If your voice comes across

Exercise
Will Make
You a Better

Speaker
by Chazzer Watson
We are told that the qualities of
a good voice are; alertness, pleasant
ness, naturalness, distinctness and
expressiveness.

Alertness gives the impression
you are wide awake and interesting.
Pleasantness is contagious and
naturalness makes you use straight
forward language. When you move

your lips, tongue and jaw freely you
can and will speak distinctly, and a
well-modulated voice carries best

when you add expressiveness. Then
you have it all.
How can a speaker develop those
qualities? The secret is exercise. Yes,
daily exercise will make you a better
speaker.
I struggled through speaking
courses years ago and just managed
to get by but wondered why I didn't
get better. I had, I thought, good
oxygen going into my lungs, but 1
seemed to run out of breath. I

couldn't get the audience on fire or
impress them enough to elicit the
type of praise I was looking for.
I kept practicing, giving talks
whenever anyone would listen. I
joined Toastmasters clubs just to
make sure I could reach the goals I
set for myself. The clubs gave me
opportunities to give many talks and
I did improve, but it wasn't until I
learned about exercise that I began
to use my voice effectively.
With every breath you take,
oxygen should circulate throughout
the body along with the blood and

suffers.

When a breath is inhaled correctly,
the lungs get wider and longer,
pushing down on the diaphragm.
The diaphragm, which is something
like a rubber bowl upside-down,
is then pressed out to a flatter,
shallower-bowl shape. When the
breath is exhaled correctly the lungs
get narrower and shorter, making
room tor the diaphragm to lift up
under the lungs,forming a deeper
bowl shape. The diaphragm acts as a
sort of plunge, moving down to let
air in, moving up to push air out.

And, best of all, those you conve
with will stay in place. Your expres
thoughts will be clear, captivating a
convincing. You'll have a voice thev
listen to. •§•
of butter, but she said,'This butte'

bitter. If I put it in my batter, it wi'
make my batter bitter. But a bit of
better butter will make my batter
better.' So Betty Botter bought a I
of better butter, and it made her

batter better." Whew!Try to say
that one quickly. Your tongue will
probably become hopelessly and
amusingly tangled. These tricky s
tences are designed to give your
tongue, teeth and lips a workout
Diction teachers say they can hel;
improve your enunciation. Actor
singers and broadcast announcer
on them to limber up the vocal af
ratus before a performance. Den
have been known to suggest the
a test of denture fittings — judgi
as a proof of sobriety.
After some time 1 decided to f
these exercises to a test by givir
enthusiastic talk at the next mo

Try tongue twisters
wtien your voice needs
to be limbered up.
With a little conscious effort, this

up-and-down breathing action be
comes natural and habitual.

I learned this after I joined a
swimming class. The instructor was
just great. He watched me as I
splashed and moved through the
water, then asked,"How many laps
can you do?"
"Oh,I guess about six or so," I
replied.
"Well if you follow my instruc
tions daily, you will be able to in
crease it to 30 or more," he said.

"Well that would be great, since I
also do speaking and would like to be
able to talk for hours if needed."

"Do what I say and you will," he
said. His instructions included an

exercise routine of jumping, deep
knee bends and push-ups. I promised
to get started immediately and to
exercise daily.

meeting of my Toastmasters cl
The results were amazing. Peo
said,"You had so much enthu:

that you were getting me tired
watching you."
Not long after that, 1 asked a
business firm for a position as
seminar speaker. It takes great
trol and oxygen to speak for si
a half hours or more a day but
knew 1 was in good condition.
Before going to the platforn
practiced some twisters, did a I
oxygen exercise and off I went
a spring in my walk. I stood str
and tall with confidence and u

gestures while giving my talk,
voice carried to the back of the

auditorium and no visible proj
or breathing effort was noted,
listeners told me.

We all seek to express our
thoughts, develop confidence
project our voices to be heard,
say with conviction that if you
to speak, speak. But make it ea
for yourself before you do. Ex
cise every day. 1 know it work;
worked for me.

About the same time I started to
swim I met a television announcer

Chazzer Watson,

combine with the other nourishment

who talked about doing voice exer

is a member of Tn

in the body's cells to provide you
with health, energy and life. The

cises called tongue twisters. We all
know of Peter Piper picking his
pickled peppers, but the twisters she
gave me were much harder. For
example:"Betty Botter bought a bit

trick, then, is to make sure you get

your 20.95% of oxygen, provide
enough room for it in your lungs and
26

use as much of it as you can. The
most common breathing fault is
breathing so shallowly that much of
your respiratory machinery is hardly
used at all. This cuts down your
oxygen so much that your vitality

fidence.

Club 2286-46 in

York, New York,

is past Area 11 G
of District 46.
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The runner's route to mental fitness.

Running Free
by Kevin Shyne
A Chicago contractor runs five
/m miles every day after work.
The owner of a promotional

agency often runs during lunch hours.
A marketing director at a printing com

pany runs between appointments on
business trips.

What does this have to do with

success? Plenty. These businessmen

find running helps them perform
better on the job and achieve their
career goals. They are literally run
ning for success.

Consider the statistics from the
1978 New York City Marathon, the

largest in history. Eighty-five percent
of the runners had college degrees,

and half of those had graduate de

grees. There were 767 lawyers, 547
doctors, 977 teachers and 98 company
presidents.

What attracts so many professionals
and business people to running? Many
start for health reasons. They want to

lose weight and condition their bodies.
But as running becomes a habit, they
begin to value the mental effects more
than the physical ones.

A year and a half ago, Tom Noyes,
38, was 40 pounds overweight.
27

Classifieds

you can't go on living like this.'"

described as "reconstructive manage

running.- By the time his weight was
back to normal, running had become
habit. "1 got addicted. It became
something 1 needed to do," he says.
A runner now for eight years, Cai
was recently promoted from eastern
area sales manager to director of
marketing and sales. He doesn't say
his success resulted directly from
running, but he comments,"1 wondei
if 1 had continued gaining 15 pounds
year whether 1 would have made it
Carl finds running after work is
especially helpful. "You've got a lot
things on your mind at work. Runnii

ment," required him to fire people and
build profits quickly."My work was
out of control, and so was my physical

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
One of the fastest growing business

opportunities this decade in ELEC

condition," he says.
Tom took his doctor's advice to lose

write: Success Kit, Dynamics,inc.. Atten
tion Wayne Lambert, Dept. JLF, Box

weight and change jobs. He also
started running, which helped change
his life. "I got serious about running
when 1 changed jobs. It was a
traumatic period. I had moved into a
new industry and faced a lot of

5689, Chariottesvilie, VA 22903.

challenges," he says.

TRONIC REPORTING DEVICES. We're

looking tor the person who wants to
make $50,000 or more. For complete
information package on your future,

s

WANT SUCCESS? . . . Conduct inter

nationally famous ADVENTURES IN ATTI
TUDES, positive thinking, motivational,
leadership seminars/workshops in your
community. Fuii/part-time, no fran
chise, no inventory, complete training.
Free information: Attitudes, Box 141,
Monroeviiie, PA 15146.

SPEAKING RESOURCES

Topical Comedy Service! Up-to-theminute political gags! Will it be Jimmy,
Teddy or Bert Parks? Current issue$3 — 1
year $20. Tiger Lyons,P.O. Box 303,Dept.
T-2, Franklin Park, IL 60131.

We guarantee it! Contemporary Com
edy, the monthly joke service the pros
renew year after year, will help you
impress your audience. Free sample!
Contemporary Comedy,5804-QTwineing, Dallas, TX 75227.(214) 381-4779.
MISCELLANEOUS

Toastmasters make greatSFiAKLEE
leaders. Are you satisfied with your
present work? Make a new life with
Shakiee. Good income, bonus car and

travel can ail be yours. Let meshowyou

how. Coil (517) 321-7787.
Gavels. Gavels. Gavels. From 8X2 inches
to 36 inches. From 1 dollar to 60. Box

1408, Beverly Hills, CA 90213.

inflation killing you? Become an AMWAYDistributor.independence,wealth.
Full info, call or v/rite: Roy Sorgen, 2700
Peterson #33C,Costa Mesa,CA 92626;

(714) 557-3367.

SELF-IMPROVEMENT

~

tional best! "Develop Enthusiasm,"
"Build Seif-Confidence," plus 10 more.

Six hour-long cassettes, album. $39.95.
Peaie, 342 Mountainview,Concord,NC
28025.
Send your classified od with o check or money order to
Toastmasters International, Publications Department.

2200 N. Grand Ave., P.O. Box 10400,Santa Ana,CA 92711.
Rates: $25 minimum for 25 words.80 cents for each word

over minimum. Box numbers and phone numbers count
as two words;zip codes and abbreviations count as one
word each. Copy subject to editor's approval. Deadline:
10th of the second month preceding publication.
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Now, eight months later, Tom
enjoys his job as director of corporate
marketing for R.R. Donnelley & Sons
Company, the world's largest printer.
He has lost the flab. He runs about

five miles four times a week and says
he's never felt better. He attributes

Carl went on a diet and started

is a release from all that. And when

you finish, 1 think you're better
prepared to go into work the next
day," he says.
Carl, like many business people,

much of his success to "the good

relies on running to relieve mental

mental attitude and physical fitness"
developed by running.
It seems unusual that so simple an
act as running could help transform

tension. Several positive things hap
pen to the mind as an individual run:
First, running clears away worries

an individual's entire life. It takes no

course of the day. "Running throws
off the wastes stuck in the body and
the mind," says Joe Henderson, auti
of several books on running and an

skill or training to run. Running has
no rules or scoring system. A runner
needs only a path and the will to put

and anxieties accumulated in the

one foot in front of the other.

editor of Runner's World magazine

Yet runners know this simplicity
helps explain why their sport offers
such powerful mental benefits. A be
ginner might want to run a mile. At
first he can't. You have to walk part
of the way. But when you do run the
entire distance, you feel a surge of
personal accomplishment. Once you
can run a mile comfortably, you set a
new goal, perhaps three miles.
You repeat this process again and
again. You set a goal, achieve it and
set a new one. The result is a deep
sense of self-confidence for having
achieved these goals.
Tom Noyes says he constantly sets
new goals. "If 1 don't achieve them 1
push on until 1 do. My goals are real
istic, but they stretch me."
Yet, as much as they enjoy their
sport, all runners have days when
they do not want to take that first
step. Excuses are plentiful. Bad
weather, stiff legs and a tight schedule

"This usually takes about 30 minuti
After that, the way is clear for smas
R
running and clear thinking."
Second, running releases playful!
stincts a business person generally 1 P
to repress."No one's watching you, a
you make up little games," says Cai
who sometimes runs on the beachesj
of Lake Michigan. "1 try to reach ti

are but a few.

Norman Vincent Peaie at his motiva

'
ii
.wli

couldn't sleep and suffered from a
racing heart. His job, which he

By overcoming these excuses regu
larly, runners develop self-discipline.
"It's a mental challenge to run," says
Noyes. "1 don't always want to, but 1
feel great when 1 do."
Releasing Tension
Another businessman who finds

that running improves his work is
Chicagoan Carl Bretco, 35, an execu
tive for Precision Scientific, a manu

facturer of laboratory equipment. Carl
had been working for two years after
business school, living high and gain
ing weight, when he looked at himself
in the mirror. "1 said to myself,'Hey,

breakwater before the next wave

comes in. If 1 don't make it, 1 get
Third, running can produce a

natural high. Many people have re-;
ported feeling a deep sense of well- ur
being, of being at one with the woi lep
after an hour of running. They ex
n
perience a sense of peacefulness th Ion
lingers hours after the run.
ipat
Alan Jacobs, a Chicago psychofhi -ioi
pist who runs daily, describes the lati
"runner's high" as a feeling that 'al [ro.
things seem to flow." He says, "Isi

to feel the turning of the globe. Itij
sense of wholeness that some peopi
would call mystical."
Finally, the physical benefits ol
running enable a person to cope h
with tension and anxiety. As a rum
becomes more fit, his heart grows
stronger and beats at a slower rati
Top-distance runners have restins
heart rates as low as 38 beats pet
minute (72 is normal). As a result

runner starts the day with a slowei
heartbeat and lower blood pressur
than the average business persoa

:ar

:he
tym

Tea
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Firm
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Because there is less pressure on:' feelii
body, you can better withstand th Jac
herd
pressures of your job.
Nonrunners might fear thatrui
ruim fed
THE TOASm

I detract from their work by sapping
m of energy. But runners report
t the opposite effect. It energizes

Illinois. "One inmate was very
agitated, always talking fast and
jumping up and down. We couldn't
work with him in therapy," says

hours after they exercise.
Fuqua acknowledges little research
has been done on the chemical basis of

re; it puts something in," says Lee

have been to tranquilize him with
drugs, Jacobs says. "But the program
was drug free, forcing us to look for

lerty, 43, president of Flair

alternatives. We started him on a

rchandising Agency and sponsor of

energy. In addition, the fit body

running program, and in two months
he was calm and working well in
therapy groups."
Although scientists recognize that
running has mental benefits, no one
knows exactly why. Some theorize
that running has a "time-out" effect.
William P. Morgan, Ed.D., a psycho
logist at the University of Arizona,
holds that running gives people an
opportunity to get away from the stress
and pressure of modern society. The
runner's mind can "spin free," day

the runner's high, but, he says,"It's a
hypothesis that explains all the dif
ferent data. The mild euphoric effect,
the tolerance to fatigue — they are both
things drug users describe."
Although the whys of the runner's
high are speculative, the hows are not.
Everyone knows how to run; to enjoy
the mental benefits, simply do it
regularly.
Starting Cautiously
There are certain precautions a be
ginner should observe. Start slowly,
and progress gradually, recommends
Dr. Noel Nequin, director of cardiac
rehabilitation at Chicago's Swedish
Covenant Hospital. He also advises
people over 40 or with sedentary life
styles to have a complete evaluation by
a physician before starting a running

store more muscular fuel than the

dream and relax.

program.

t body. The combined effect gives

Morgan points out, though, that
these benefits may not be intrinsic to
the act of running, A person need not
run to spin free. He can derive the
same release with any form of time

"You just don't take off," emphasizes
Nequin. Beginners should start running
at an easy pace — about 10 to 12
minutes per mile — or by walking for

'ni.

Generating Energy
lean go out to run feeling tired
I come back feeling exhilarated,

nning doesn't take something out

cage's Mayor Daley Marathon,
ee, like many runners, has discov-

I that human energy is like money.
Every banker knows, you have to

id money to make money. To an
int, the same is true of energy. A
nergets back more than he puts
unning increases the efficiency of

body. The circulatory system
ks better. It can do more work for

runner a great advantage. It's as if
fere driving a car with fuel
lomy and a large gas tank.
Overcoming Depression
le physical effects of running have

been known. But only recently
researchers begun to investigate

fining releases
ayful instincts ttiot
e often repressed.
mental effects. Their findings
rate that the psychology of runis a promising field for scientific
iiry.

iveral doctors have reported that
ling is useful in treating mental
ession. Dr. John Greist of the

rersity of Wisconsin Medical School
iucted a study involving 24
ents who complained of depres.Greist randomly selected eight
ents to be treated with a 10-week

;ram of walking, jogging and
ning. The remaining 14 received
idard psychiatric treatment,
fter 10 weeks, Greist found six of

eight running patients were
iptom free. Those under standard
tment showed similar results.

lOugh Greist has avoided drawing
conclusions, he says the promisresults of his study warrant
her investigation,
nother practitioner of running
apy is Chicago psychotherapist
1 Jacobs, who has prescribed
Jng for about 20 of his patients,
says they can release bottled-up

Jacobs.
The conventional solution would

comfortable, you can start jogging, then

But other experts disagree. They
argue running produces unique ef
fects. Dr. Gordon Fuqua, a Chicago
psychiatrist, says running is thera
peutic because it offers an opportunity

if you become too breathless to keep up

to feel a definite sense of accom

plishment.
"Running is not ambiguous. You set
goals, and either you reach them or
you don't. If you do, you feel good,"
says Fuqua."There aren't many activi
ties where you can set a goal in such
a simple fashion and accomplish it."
He adds that the sense of personal
accomplishment is all too rare in the
lives of many business people."How
do you know when you're a success?
When you get a raise? A Nobel Prize?
A compliment from your boss? Most
jobs don't give you the simple, straight
forward feedback you get from run

As a simple rule of thumb, slow down
a conversation. You get maximum

benefit from running, like all types of
exercises, if you exert yourself just
short of the point of breathlessness.
Shorten your runs if you feel tired the
next day. If you feel strong, run an
extra five to 10 minutes or an extra half
mile.

Beginners should acquire a good pair
of running shoes. Sporting goods shops
and those specializing in running shoes
carry a wide variety in the $20 to $40
range. Although expensive, good shoes
are an investment in safety. They pre
vent leg and foot injuries, the most
common running afflictions.

The rest of your outfit consists of
loose-fitting, comfortable clothing.
Nequin recommends dressing in layers.
On a chilly day, you might wear a
windbreaker over a sweatshirt over a

We need to run today to survive
psychologically, Fuqua says."Runners
experience mental states that are diffi
cult to psychological well-being. Run
ning causes them to use parts of the

T-shirt. This allows you to peel off
layers as you warm up.
It is possible that a beginner won't
like running. Some never do. The en
forced solitude of running simply does
not appeal. But more often beginners
start enjoying themselves within two to

brain that are not intellectual but are

really where we live emotionally."
The runner's mind may be affected
also by chemical changes in the nervous
system. University of Virginia psychia
trist Robert S. Brown is now working
with researchers at the National Insti

cobs has also used running

'apy in a rehabilitation program at

antidepressant substances appear in the

deral penitentiary in Marion,

bloodstream of depressed patients two

tit980

running."

ning," says Fuqua.

tute of Mental Health to test the theory
that running eases depression by alter
ing the chemistry in the brain. Already
he has found that internally produced

Ings after running,

15 to 30 minutes."As you get more

out. Swimming for a half hour or
simply sitting in a comfortable chair in
quiet can have the same effect.

six weeks.

Runners find a special satisfaction in
their sport. It helps them work better
and enjoy themselves more. By simply
putting one foot in front of the other,
runners are following a path to a
happier, more successful life.
Reprinted with permission from the April 1979
issue of Success Unlimited magazine. Copy
right ® 1979 by Success Unlimited, Inc.
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ineapolis, MN — Wed., 11:45 a.m.,
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Pueblo 795-26, Pueblo, CO

Cheyenne 798-26, Cheyenne, WY
Jackson 807-62, Jackson, Ml
25 Years

Padres 1742-5, San Diego, CA
Maumee Valley 1637-28, Toledo, OH
Alexandria 1748-36, Alexandria, VA
Forum 1735-39, Sacramento, CA
20 Years

Pointers 3113-18, Baltimore, MD

Edmonton, Alta., Can — Tues., 4:15 p.m..
Northern Alberta Instituteof Technology,
11762 106th St. (477-4254). Sponsored by
Rooster Rousers 1774-42.

Emerson Bassett 33-4.
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South Cotabato, Philippines — Wed., 7:30
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ntain View, CA — Mon., 6:30 p.m.,
mtain View (946-4242). Sponsored by
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Circle-Cee 1036-3, Phoenix, AZ
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Edmonton, Alta., Can — Tues., 7:30 p.m..
Holy Cross Parish, 12520 135th Ave.

(454-7630).
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Germantown, TN — Mon., 7 p.m., Kirby
Oaks Condominiums, Kirby Tree Dr., Mem
phis (754-3771 or 450-3151). Sponsored by
East Memphis 2233-43.
4102-47 Southside Businessmen's

CapeGirardeau 2072-8, CapeGirardeau,MO
PerryPoint3132-18, PerryPoint VA Hospital,
MD

Greater Des Moines 3049-19, Des Moines, IA
Atlantic3082-19, Atlantic, lA
Noonday 3109-23, Roswell, NM

Burlington 2857-35, Burlington, WI
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Beltsville, MD
JSC 3116-56, Houston, TX
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West Knoxville 3117-63, Knoxville, TN
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Hiawatha Valley 205-6, Red Wing, MN
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Harnischfeger 3895-35, Milwaukee, Wl
Tuesday Nooners 3868-42, Calgary, Alta.,

4113-47 Inter-Medic

Canaveral, FL

St. Augustin, FL — Wed., 7 a.m., St. Augus
tine General Hospital, U.S. 1 South
(824-8431). Sponsored by Technical Center

Can

Canaveral "Lift-Off" 3869-47, Cape
10 Years

4107-48 Roebuck

Speakeasy 3669-F, Pomona, CA
Brookings 3797-41, Brookings, SD
High Noon 2028-43, Jackson, MS

Birmingham, AL — Tues., 7 a.m., Shoney's,
9800 Parkway East (854-1400). Sponsored
by Magic City 572-48.

Taupo 2441-72, Taupo, NZ

2817-47.

3168-60 Lord Elgin
St. Thomas, Ont., Can — Tues., 6 p.m.. Glen
Haven Bowl, Talfxat St. (633-3507). Spon
sored by Thames Valley 3726-60.

Crossroads 1396-64, Transconna & E.
Kildonan, Man., Can

West Gate3384-U, Port Aux., Basques, Can

5-0022). Sponsored by Ferguson 525-8.
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